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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 PRICES 
•  All written quotations are valid for 30 days, unless otherwise stated.
•  Prices are subject to alteration without notices.

PAYMENT
•  Due 30 days from the date of statement to Surgical Synergies Pty Ltd.

GST CLAUSE
•  All items will incur GST, except for those items listed under Schedule 3.

DELIVERY 
•  Freight will be charged at a nominal rate.

NOTICE OF WRONG DELIVERY, NON DELIVERY OR DAMAGE
•  Discrepancies in goods delivered such as short delivery, incorrect 

items supplied, damaged items should be advised within seven (7) 
working days.

•  Any discrepancies between goods received and goods invoiced 
should be advised within seven (7) days of receipt of invoice.

REQUEST FOR CREDIT AND PRODUCT RETURNS
•  Goods must be in resaleable condition and original packaging.
•  Surgical Synergies Pty Ltd must agree to the credit request prior to the 

return of the item/goods and an RA (Returns Authorisation) number 
issued.

•  Goods subject to expiry cannot be accepted if they are near or passed their 
expiry date.

• A 15% restocking fee will apply to all returns unless the return is due 
to an error by Surgical Synergies Pty Ltd.

• Freight for product returns are the responsibility of the customer unless 
the product return is due to an error by Surgical Synergies Pty Ltd.

WARRANTY
•  Unless otherwise stated, a 12 months guarantee applies to all 

products with the exception of disposable and limited life products.

Make shopping easy. 
Visit our online store at www.surgicalsynergies.com.au 
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Bathroom 

1  SAVANAh WALL MOUNTED ShOWER SEAT 
The generous seat size ensures comfort and security 
for the user. Wall mounted with a choice of screw 
configuration, the shower stools fold neatly against the 
wall when not required. Manufactured from aluminium and 
plastic, they are durable and corrosion resistant. The height 
adjustable legs provide additional support and stability. The 
optional backrest has arms that foldaway independently 
for side transfer and can be mounted at the desired height 
for the user. Optional seat and backrest pads are also 
available. 
Seat dimensions: Seat width 430mm. Seat depth 360mm. 
Seat height 455 to 585mm. Distance from wall 430mm.   
Backrest dimensions: Width between arms 500mm. 
Armrest length 360mm.  Armrest length from wall 390mm. 
Backrest height 205mm. Backrest width 500mm. 
091171511  Savanah Shower Seat 
091171529  Savanah Shower Backrest and Arms 

2  ShERWOOD FOLDING PERChING STOOL 
This attractive shower stool has a folding frame, enabling 
it to be easily stored away when not in use. The height 
adjustable seat ensures it can be set to the correct height 
for the user. Available as standard versions that are 
constructed from steel and have cushioned vinyl pads, or 
as deluxe versions constructed from lightweight aluminium 
with PU pads. Both versions are available with or without 
a back. Seat width 470mm. Seat depth 330mm. Backrest 
size 300 x 130mm. Height adjustable from 535 to 624mm.
  Weight
091310846  Standard Stool  8.7kg 
091310853  Standard Stool with Back  10kg 

3  TOOTING PADDED SEAT 
This comfortable padded shower seat is fitted to the wall 
and can be folded up when not in use. It has two height 
adjustable legs at the front to provide extra support and 
stability. These legs are fitted with non-slip feet and are 
adjusted with pin clips. The seat is mounted on a corrosion 
resistant aluminium, stainless steel and plastic frame and 
requires fixing to the wall at a suitable height. Longer 
legged version also available. Seat size 330 x 390mm (13 x 
151/2”). Weight 4.9kg.
 Leg Length  Seat height
AA1694  Standard  485-590mm (19-23”) 
AA1695  Long  605-710mm (24-28”)

4   RENTWOOD BATh SEAT                   HOMECRAFT
As the user sits on this seat, it wedges firmly between the 
sides of the bath, giving an extremely stable platform. The 
strong white contoured plastic seat is mounted on a coated 
steel frame, to which are bolted two hinged side paddle 
assemblies. These are adjustable in width using wing nuts. 
The paddles, which are tipped with soft protective end 
caps, are reversible giving two different height options. For 
plastic baths we recommend the use of paddle caps. This 
seat as supplied is suitable for metal or ceramic based 
baths.   Width 425 to 490mm (163/4 to 191/4”) in 16mm 
(5/8”) increments. Height 150mm (6”) or 200mm (8”). Seat 
size 400 x 220mm (151/4 x 81/4”). Weight 2.8kg. Supports 
up to 95kg.
AA1200 Bath Seat
AA1230 Universal Paddle Cap

2 2
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Bathroom  

1  SAVANAh™   ShOWERBOARD         HOMECRAFT
The Savanah showerboard comes with two additional slats 
to provide extra comfort and support. The extra width gives 
more confidence to users when transferring and gives a 
larger surface area.  Optional Savanah Bathboard Handle. 
Seat size 689 x 356mm.  Supports up to 190kg.
AA1093 Showerboard
AA1092 Optional Handle

2   ECONOMY SWIVEL ShOWER SEAT  
A sturdy white plastic seat that can rotate and lock into 
position to allow a user to sit comfortably and facilitate 
movement over the bath. The seat is fixed to a stainless 
steel frame that rests securely on the rim of the bath. Seat 
size 365 x 405mm (141/2 x 16"). Inner bath size 457 to 
660mm (18 to 26"). Weight 5.3kg.  Supports up to 182kg.
AA1285    

3  SAVANAh MODULAR BATh STEP
This attractive, modular bath step has been specifically 
designed to make daily activities, especially getting into 
and out of the bath, easier. Supplied as a single step with 
a 100mm (4”) raise, the modularity of the Savanah Bath 
Step allows it to be stacked on top of each other or clipped 
together to give a larger area or create a small stair. Each 
additional step adds an extra 50mm (2”) to the height of the 
step, up to a maximum of six steps (giving a 355mm (14”) 
raise). Surface area 356 x 457mm (14 x 18”). Footprint 381 
x 483 (15 x 19”). Weight 1.3kg.
AA1824Y

4  GRIPSURE™ GRAB RAILS
The GripSure grab rails have soft, ribbed mouldings to 
provide additional grip in wet areas. They are warm to 
the touch and the subtle, stylish design makes the rails 
suitable for use in a variety of areas around the home. The 
ergonomic elliptical rail is easy to grip and can be mounted 
horizontally, vertically or diagonally. The oval shaped fixing 
plates have an attractive covering that clips easily into 
place. Diameter of rails 37mm. Distance from wall 37mm. 
No electrical earthing required. Rail length measurements 
are from the centre of the fixing plate.
091188119  300mm (12”) 
091188424  400mm (16”) 
091188440  450mm (18”) 
091188473  600mm (24”)

1
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Bathroom 
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1  hOTSPOT BATh TRIANGLE
Designed for use by children and adults, the Hotspot 
Triangle changes from dull mauve to vivid pink in water at 
37ºC.  An excellent safety aid for bath water, the Hotspot 
provides an instant visual temperature warning for all ages.
AA1894A

2  SUCTION BRUSh FOR NAILS OR DENTURES
This small brush is mounted onto two rubber suckers for 
attaching to a smooth, non-porous surface eg, sinks, tiles. It 
allows one handed cleaning of nails, dentures, vegetables 
etc. Length 104mm (4”). Width 42mm (1 3/4”). Weight 50g
AA1881

3  LOTION APPLICATOR
Specially designed to help apply moisturising lotions, 
suntan oils, sport creams and medications on hard to reach 
places. The built up, ribbed handle has a thumb rest and 
is angled in two places for maximum manoeuvrability. The 
sponge can be removed when worn and replaced with a 
new one. Handle is 305mm (12”) long. Weight 50g.
AA1862  Lotion Applicator 
AA186201  Replacement Sponges x 2

4  EASY OUT TUBE SQUEEzER
Designed for one handed use, this product easily squeezes 
the contents of tubes from the bottom upwards. A unique 
feature allows the last drop to be squeezed from the nozzle 
of the tube. Suitable for toothpaste, lotions, salves and 
other household products. Supplied as a pack of 2. Fits 
tubes up to 50mm across.
AA1812

5   LONG-hANDLED SPONGE             HOMECRAFT
Coloured sponge on long coated wire with plastic built-up 
handle. The wire is flexible enough to bend to any shape to 
make reaching easier. 61cm long.
AA1831CY

6   ECONOMY LONG hANDLED SPONGES                                
These sponges are mounted on white, plastic handles 
which can be customised with a heat gun and bent to the 
desired angle. The sponges are treated with an anti-
bacterial agent that prolongs their life. Loofah style sponge 
features a rough surface on one side for added scrubbing 
action and a standard sponge on the other side. Total 
length 572mm (221/2”). Weight 60g.
629801 Loofah
6298 Round 

7  LONG hANDLED ShEEPSkIN PAD   HOMECRAFT
A luxury double thickness sheepskin pad with a plastic 
built-up handgrip. Can be used for washing or powdering. 
Pad size 95 x 125mm (3 3/4 x 5”).
  Full length Weight
AA1841C  610mm (24”) 135g

8  FLANNEL STRAP
A cotton flannel strap with plastic handles, used to reach 
awkward places e.g. back and legs. It has coarse foam 
on one side to use as a skin toner.  Length 711mm (28”). 
Width 77mm (3”). Weight 100g.
AA1856 
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Bathroom  
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1  TOE WAShER HOMECRAFT
A long stem with a plastic built-up handle and a flat wire 
frame covered in a white towelling pad for washing between 
the toes.  Length 710mm (28"). Weight 300g.
AA1847 Two pads included 

2 SEAL-TIGhT® CAST AND BANDAGE PROTECTOR
Stay dry while getting wet. Easy to apply with the patented 
application ring, eliminates need for strapping, pumps or 
Velcro closure. Reusable. Recommended by doctors for 
showering and bathing. For size, measure from tip of finger 
or heel to top of cast and add 2.5cm.  Not available in NZ.
 Size Length
BM-20100 Hand 28cm
BM-20101 Short Arm 56cm
BM-20102 Long Arm 99cm
BM-20107 Short Arm - Wide 56cm
BM-20200 Paediatric - Arm 28cm
BM-20103 Short Leg 59cm
BM-20104 Long Leg 107cm
BM-20105 Foot/Ankle 28cm
BM-20203 Paediatric - Leg 28cm

3  ACTIVE SEAL
A safe, economical protector for casts and bandages during 
recreational water activities (swimming, water sports) or 
daily showering and bathing. Maintains a waterproof seal. 
Reusable.  Not available in NZ.
  Upper Arm
MID-ARM Size Circumference
BM-20318 Small 18cm - 25cm
BM-20317 Medium 25cm - 38cm
BM-20319 Large   38cm - 56cm
ADULT Size Bag Length
BM-20320 Short Arm 53cm
BM-20321 Long Arm 84cm
BM-20322 Short Leg   61cm
BM-20323 Long Leg   102cm
PAEDIATRIC Size Bag Length
BM-20362 Leg 64cm
BM-20363 Arm 48cm

4  INFLATABLE ShAMPOO BASIN
A heavy duty inflatable vinyl basin supporting neck and head for 
washing hair when confined to bed. A one way drainage tube 
removes waste water with no mess. Can be inflated by mouth 
or air pump. Weight 680g. Width 710mm. Depth 150mm.
AA1874

5  hAIR WAShING TRAY FOR BED
A shaped plastic tray that enables hair to be washed in bed 
by a helper with no spillage or discomfort. The waste water 
runs from the spout to a suitable receptacle placed on the 
floor. Colour of tray may vary. Weight 700g. Width 395mm 
(151/2"). Length 755mm (29 3/4").
AA1872
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Accessories and spares

091164417 091164433 AA1371A
Covers  Hand Controller Recharger

091165596  Headrest
091165604  Safety Belt
091165612  Swivel Transfer Seat

BAThMASTER™ SONARIS™               HOMECRAFT
Combining superb functionality and outstanding performance 
with great design, the Bathmaster Sonaris sets the standard 
for safe independent bathing. With an all plastic construction 
the Sonaris is easy to clean and maintain, and is strong and 
robust ensuring complete stability. 
The Sonaris has been designed to provide a comfortable 
and supportive bathing position which may be further 
enhanced with the addition of the optional pads. The single 
button operation allows the user to descend and keep the 
backrest upright or to recline back to a more comfortable 
position, whilst retaining ample leg room to relax in the 
bath. The hand controller incorporates a host of useful 
features, including audible and visual alarms to signify 
operation and battery charge levels, and a handy sleep 
function to preserve the battery life.
key Features and Benefits
● Modular and portable, a two piece powered plastic 

reclining bathlift that fits most shapes and sizes of baths
● Sucker feet that may be angled in any direction to suit the 

curvature of the bath to ensure stability and safety in use
● Contoured seat and backrest for support and comfort. 

May be used with or without the covers
● Two lightweight components that simply click together 

facilitating quick and simple assembly, installation and 
removal

● Designed with convenient holding points on each 
component to ease carrying and transportation

● Large side flaps to allow easy transfer on to and off of the 
Bathmaster Sonaris

● Easily operated by lightly pressing the large control pads, 
which are textured to assist the visually impaired

● An audible bleep and warning light identify when the 
battery requires charging, and when to stop using the 
bathlift. This helps users to ensure the battery is always 
charged and improves its reliability and performance

● A built in safety mechanism ensures the bathlift will not 
lower if there is insufficient charge in the battery to raise 
the user

● Smooth steady action plus a transition interval between 
reaching the base of the bath and reclining allows 
the user to remain in a controlled position increasing 
confidence and security

● An automatic sleep facility occurs after 10 minutes of 
non-use in order to optimise battery performance. The 
unit is simply reactivated by pressing a control pad

● The preferred angle of recline can be selected by the 
user enabling the most comfortable and suitable position 
to be chosen

● Available with a range of accessories to enable the 
Bathmaster Sonaris to be tailored to individual requirements

● Guarantee:  5 years on frame.  2 years on hand 
controller, recharger and motor

Technical Specifications
Seat size: including side flaps 510mm x 680mm
Seat size: excluding side flaps 510mm x 380mm
Backrest size  615mm x 355mm
Height range  75mm to 455mm
Seat weight  7.3kg  
Backrest weight  4.7kg  
Maximum user weight  140kg  
Backrest reclining speed  3.93° per second
Maximum angle of recline  40°
Average number of lift cycles  18 (based on 100kg load)

091164409  Complete including bathlift, hand controller, 
 recharger, side flaps and 2 side flap 
 protectors.
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NEWThE BAThMASTER™  DELTIS™           HOMECRAFT
Compact, lightweight and reclining, with a wealth of  
features to ensure long term peace of mind. Difficulties 
getting into and out of the bath are quickly and easily 
overcome when using the Bathmaster Deltis. Simple to 
take in and out of the bath, it separates into two parts 
for easier lifting and carrying. High quality materials and 
construction offer the utmost in safety and comfort with no 
servicing required.
Features
● 3 Year Guarantee
● Lightweight Construction
● Compact Frame
● Latest Battery Technology
● Service Free Motor

One of the lightest reclining bath lifts available the Bathmaster 
Deltis is easy to assemble.  The all plastic construction is 
modern, easy to clean and free from corrosion. Designed to 
be strong, stable & durable, it gives confidence to the user 
and ensures hassle free, long term usage.
The compact frame fits virtually all bath tubs, maintaining 
a high level of stability when in use. Large side flaps allow 
easy transfer in and out of the bath, and optional swivelling 
seats are available for those requiring additional assistance.
The latest battery technology ensures high performance. 
The small, lightweight hand controller is simple to use 
and floats when not in use. The lithium ion batteries have 
no memory effect and very low self-discharging, giving 
improved performance and battery life.
The supportive, reclining backrest offers ultimate relaxation. 
The gently contoured seat and backrest give both comfort 
and support when lowering and reclining. The user selects 
their preferred angle of recline between 10 and 40° allowing 
optimum positioning for their requirements.
Technical Specifications
Seat size: including side flaps  500 x 695mm  
Seat size: excluding side flaps  500 x 375mm
Backrest size  680 x 350  
Seat height 69 to 455mm  
Footprint  560 x 295mm  
Seat weight  6.8kg  
Backrest weight  3.7kg  
Maximum user weight  140kg  
Average number of lifts  9 (based on 80kg load)

Each Bathmaster Delta is supplied complete, including  
bath lift, hand controller, recharger, side flaps and side  
flap protectors.
091324086  Bathmaster Deltis Standard
 (without covers) + 3 hour charger
091324243  Bathmaster Deltis Premium 
 with blue antimicrobial covers, 
 antimicrobial plastic + 1 hour charger 
 Non-stock item, 3 weeks for delivery.
091324128 Deltis XL - heavy duty version with an 
 increased user weight of 170kgs 
 + 1 hour charger (with blue covers) 
 Non-stock item, 3 weeks for delivery.

Accessories and Spares
091324557  Optional Blue Covers
091324565  Optional White Covers
091324532  Swivel seat
091324540  Swivel transfer seat
091325018  Hand Controller
091325042  Recharger
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Toileting 

1  SAVANAh™ RAISED TOILET SEAT HOMECRAFT
Lightweight, all plastic construction, for strength and 
durability, the Savanah has a gently contoured surface for 
extra comfort. The seat slopes downwards slightly from 
back to front, so as to allow easier lowering and raising, 
and has a deep splash guard to minimise soiling. Resistant 
to stains and odours, it is fully sealed and easy to clean. 
Maximum user weight 190kg.
The large rear cut-out on the Savanah (A) gives clearance 
for the coccyx and, combined with the gentle downward 
slope of the seat, makes rear personal hygiene possible. 
The wide front cut-out (B) also allows easier access for 
personal cleansing.
The two L-shaped moulded plastic brackets (C), on the 
Savanah have bonded rubber non-slip buffers to keep the 
toilet seat firmly in position. These brackets can be easily 
adjusted to fit on most sizes and shapes of toilets, by the  
use of two large, fluted turning knobs. This makes fitting  
and removal of the seat very quick and easy.
The Savanah has no front bracket, nor front turning knob, 
to avoid snagging skin or clothes. The front is secured  
by a lip (D).  
 height Weight
AA2112 50mm (2") 785g
AA2114Y 100mm (4") 965g   (Retail Packaging)
AA2116 150mm (6") 1.15kg

Spare Brackets
AA211401 (pair)

2   SAVANAh™ RAISED TOILET  
SEAT WITh LID                        HOMECRAFT

Savanah raised toilet seat with the added refinement of a 
moulded plastic lid to create a more pleasing appearance. 
It retains the same features as the standard Savanah 
raised toilet seat. Made of plastic to be lightweight, strong 
and durable. It is steam resistant and easy to clean. The 
seat is gently contoured for comfort. The large front and 
rear cutouts aid personal cleansing. Secured to the toilet 
bowl with L-shaped moulded plastic brackets, and a front 
lip, it is easy to fit and remove. The brackets are adjusted 
using large fluted knobs. Length 400mm (153/4”). Width 
410mm (161/4”). 
 height
AA2112L 50mm (2")
AA2114L 100mm (4")
AA2116L 150mm (6")

Spare Brackets
AA211401 (pair)

1A 1C 1D

1

1B

2
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1   WIDTh ADjUSTABLE  
     STIRLING FRAME

A sturdy, height adjustable metal frame with a clip on, 
one piece moulded seat.  The seat is contoured and 
has a partial cut-away to facilitate personal hygiene. 
The cross members are width adjustable using a pin clip 
system, allowing the frame to be completely assembled or 
disassembled without tools. Height is also adjusted using 
a pin clip system. The legs have non-slip rubber feet, but 
screw-down feet are available for a more permanent fixing.     
AA2214 Width Adjustable Stirling Frame
AA2218 Floor Fixing Feet (4)
Maximum user weight 165kg.

2  DELUXE STIRLING ELITE  
    TOILET FRAME

Supplied with padded arm rests on the side rails for 
additional comfort and easier grip.
AA2251  Deluxe Stirling Elite Frame 
AA2218  Floor Fixing Feet (4)
Maximum user weight 190kg.

Non-stock item, 8 to 12 weeks for delivery.

3  ADjUSTABLE TOILET  SURROUND
This sturdy toilet surround rail is both height and width 
adjustable making it suitable for a variety of situations. 
Available in steel, it has padded handgrips for additional 
comfort and support. Supplied flat packed, it is easy to 
assemble without the need for tools. Height 625 to 788mm 
(25 to 31”). Width 510 to 560mm (20” to 22”). Depth 
495mm (191/2”).
AA2202  Steel 8kg 
AA2204  Steel floor fixing feet (4) 
Non-stock item, 8 to 12 weeks for delivery.

4  DEVON FOLDING SUPPORT RAIL   HOMECRAFT
A sturdy folding rail, projecting at right angles to the wall. 
The large baseplate is mounted on the wall.  The rail is held 
in the upright position by a spring loaded cam, and is easily 
folded down. 
 Rail length Weight
AA2002 760mm (30") 2.62kg

5   DEVON MkII FOLDING SUPPORT RAIL   
A deluxe version of the Devon rail above with a larger 
diameter rail for easier gripping, and a spring mechanism to 
hold it in the up position. Optional toilet roll holder  
(see AA2028 below). Rail is 32mm (11/4") in diameter.
 Rail length Weight
AA2012 760mm (30") 4.1kg 

6  DEVON RAIL WITh FOLDING LEG   HOMECRAFT
Similar to the Devon MkII folding rail but with a support leg 
to give strength and stability during lowering and raising, 
lessening the strain on the wall. The leg is adjustable in 
height (790mm to 985mm) and has a large non-slip ferrule. 
 Rail length Weight
AA2018 760mm (30") 5kg

7  TOILET ROLL hOLDER        HOMECRAFT
A wire holder that adheres to a 32mm (11/2") tube.  
AA2028

Toileting
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Toileting

1   BUCkINGhAM EASYWIPE 
This totally new and innovative design overcomes the 
drawbacks of existing devices and ensures personal 
hygiene for those who find reaching difficult. The Easywipe 
has a research-led ergonomic shape, helping those with 
limited dexterity. The rounded soft and smooth design has 
a simple, uncomplicated mechanism, which grips the toilet 
tissue firmly and releases it cleanly without the need to 
touch the tissue after wiping. Suitable for use with either 
toilet tissue or wet wipes. The smooth design is easy to use 
and keep clean. Supplied with its own carry case. Latex 
Free.
AA2651

2  FOLDING BOTTOM WIPER        HOMECRAFT
A folding bottom wiper with a moulded plastic head with 
recessed serrations to grip the paper. Folds into three for 
easier storage. It is designed to be used from the front.
Length 265mm (101/2") folds down to 120mm (43/4") long.
Weight 80g.
AA2652 

3  BOTTOM WIPER                      HOMECRAFT
A moulded plastic head with recessed serrations to grip the 
paper, mounted on a light alloy curved handle. The paper 
is easily removed after use. Designed to be used from the 
front.  Length 265mm (101/2"). Weight 70g.
Designed by the Bath Institute.
AA2650 

4   INFLATABLE RUBBER RING CUShION
Designed for those who are temporarily or permanently 
confined to bed or chair and are thus prone to bedsores, 
discomfort or pain.  Also useful for those with sedentary 
occupations where conditions such as haemorrhoids and 
varicose veins can arise from inhibited circulation.   
AR-3071  

5  STANDARD PORTABLE BIDET        HOMECRAFT
A strong plastic bowl that has a soap dish at the front and 
fits inside most toilet bowls to create a bidet. Autoclavable 
to 135ºC.  Width 335mm (131/4"). Length 352mm (133/4").
Depth 120mm (43/4"). Weight 325g.
AA2612Y 

6  TOPPER MALE URINAL
A clear polypropylene bottle with a handle and snap-on 
lid. It is calibrated for output recording and the bottle is 
autoclavable.  Capacity 1 litre (1.75 pints).
AA2632Y 

7  CYGNET FEMALE URINAL
A clear polypropylene moulded bottle with integrated 
handle, anatomically shaped at the opening. Calibrated for 
output recording and autoclavable. Capacity 1 litre (1.75 
pints). 
AA2630Y 

8   MINI POTTI 
Discreet, portable pouch ideal for any situation where 
access to toilet facilities is limited. Suitable for men, 
women and children it turns up to 600ml of liquid into gel. 
Leakproof and odourless. May be used until full. Supplied 
as a pack of 3.
AA2615

5
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ADL Kits - Hip/Knee/Arthritis

3  ASSISTIVE DEVICE kIT WITh STIRLING FRAME
kit includes:
● Handi-Reacher - Standard size 61cm  
● Width Adjustable Stirling Frame
● Round Bath Sponge
● Shoehorn 61cm 
SS-kIT665322ST

1  BASIC ASSISTIVE DEVICE kIT
Assistive Device Kit has three items to help people with 
reduced reaching capabilities to make self-care and dressing 
activities faster and safer.
kit includes:
● Handi-Reacher - Standard size 61cm 
● Round Bath Sponge
● Shoehorn 61cm 
SS-kIT665322

1

43

4  ARThRITIS kIT
kit includes:
● Long Handled Bath Sponge 61cm
● Long Handled Toe Washer 61cm
● Kings Button Hook
● Dressing Stick 52cm
● Terry Cloth Sock Aid 
● Beauty Grooming Brush 29cm 
SS-kIT665323

2  COMPLETE hIP kIT
Six essential items to help avoid bending at the hip while 
performing self-care activities. Especially appropriate 
following hip replacement surgery. Increases independence 
and safety.
kit includes:
● Handi-Reacher - Standard size 61cm  
● Savanah Toilet Seat 10cm
● Sock Notch
● Round Bath Sponge
● Dressing Stick 66cm 
● Shoehorn 61cm 
SS-kIT665320

2

To order visit our online store at www.surgicalsynergies.com.au
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Bed & Chair

1  ADjUSTABLE BACk REST HOMECRAFT
This back rest can be adjusted by a simple ratchet 
mechanism.  Height of back 570mm (221/2"). Width 
500mm (193/4").  Depth of base 390mm (151/2").  
Weight 2.2kg.  Maximum user weight AA3612
AA3612

2  ADjUSTABLE BED CRADLE HOMECRAFT
A simple metal frame, whose base slips between the 
mattress  and the bed base. The top forms a support cradle 
for the bedclothes to keep them clear of the feet and legs. 
The height is adjusted easily. The frame is in two parts for 
easy storage or transport. For use at the side or end of the 
bed.  Height 454 to 680mm (18 to 27"). Width 356mm (14").  
Length: Top 565mm (221/2"); Base 710mm (28"). Weight 
3kg.
AA3652

3   ROPE LADDER BED hOIST HOMECRAFT
A simple idea to assist with sitting up in bed. The bottom 
ends of the cords tie around the bed legs, and the plastic 
ladder rungs can be gripped to pull the user up in bed on 
a hand over hand movement. Suitable for single or double 
beds.  Rung length 200mm (8"). Diameter 25mm (1").   
Cord length 3 metres (9'10"). Weight 285g.
AA3660

4  COMMUNITY BED PAD 
This bed pad is warm and comfortable but highly 
absorbent. It keeps the sleeper dry, reduces bed changes 
and helps prevent soreness and infection. Quilted with 
highly absorbent fibres for faster dispersal of liquid and 
durable waterproof backing. Machine washable. Size 700 x 
850mm (271/2 x 331/2”). Absorbency 2 litres.
AA2734

5  POSITIONING WEDGE
Eliminates the need for makeshift rolls to safely maintain 
the individual in proper position. Soft, washable outer fabric 
cover, with enclosed zipper, encapsulates the polystyrene 
bead filling to provide support, adjustability and comfort for 
the user.
C829803 Large, 430 x 200 x 200mm
C829804 X-Long, 635 x 200 x 200mm
A81245 Replacement polystyrene beads; 1 cu. foot

6   EASY CUShION
A versatile U-shaped cushion that can be used to give 
support and comfort to various parts of the body. It can be 
used on the floor or in a bed to lift the head and neck when 
reading or it can be wrapped round the waist when sitting to 
give the back support. Alternatively, it can be used between 
legs to help keep hips in alignment, or to help keep the 
user in a particular position, eg. the recovery position. Also 
useful in bed to keep the body stable and provide comfort. 
Optional washable blue cover.
AA4005  Easy Cushion 
AA4005A Easy Cushion Cover
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Bed & Chair

1   hOMECRAFT BED GRAB RAIL 
An ultra sturdy bed grab rail, offering stability and 
confidence to those that have difficulty getting into and 
out of bed. The height adjustable frame can be positioned 
to suit virtually any divan style bed. Two legs rest upon 
the floor and the frame is secured into place via the three 
colour coded straps provided, ensuring minimal movement 
when in use. Supplied flat packed, the Homecraft bed grab 
rail is simple to assemble and fit. Height of handle 850 to 
950mm (331/2 to 371/2”) from the floor. Width of handle 
at the top 265mm (101/2”). Size of under mattress frame 
620 x 325mm (241/2 x 123/4”). Weight 3.5kg.
AA3475
Maximum user weight 127kg.

2   EASYLEAVER™ BED RAIL
This device enables the user to pull themselves from a 
lying position to a seated position when in bed. It also 
provides support when standing or entering and leaving 
the bed, thus helping to promote independence within the 
bedroom. May be used with most beds and cannot be felt 
through a standard depth mattress. Easy to assemble and 
supplied with fixing straps for extra security. Suitable for 
single to king size beds.  Width 365mm (143/8"). Length 
620mm (241/2").  Handle height 470mm (181/2"). Weight 
3.1kg.  Maximum user weight 108kg.
AA3470

3  STACkABLE CONE RAISERS          HOMECRAFT
Lightweight but extremely strong moulded cones with a 
broad base and a recess for the chair or bed leg. They 
have anti-slip pads to hold castors still. Sold in sets of four.  
Maximum total load 222kg.
Spares are available, making this product suitable for 
refurbishment.  
 height Weight
AA3302 140mm (51/2") 145g each

4  WOODEN ChAIR RAISERS
A lacquered hardwood cube with three 16mm (5/8") 
recesses of different diameters, to suit different leg widths. 
Blox height 111mm (43/8"). Height raise 75mm (3"). Max 
diameter of leg 30, 50 or 75mm (11/4, 2 or 3"). Weight 425g 
each, 1.7kg set of 4. Supplied as set of 4. Maximum total 
load190kg.
AA3306

5  WOODEN BED RAISERS
A lacquered hardwood cube, with one recess in the top and 
an additional plywood base for greater stability. Designed 
specifically for beds. Block height 178mm (7"). Raise 
130mm (5").  Max leg diameter 75mm (3"). Base 152mm 
(6") square.  Weight 750g each, 3kg set of 4. Supplied as 
set of 4. Maximum total load 318kg.
AA3308
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Dressing & Grooming

1   DRESSING STICk                      HOMECRAFT
This wooden stick with rubber tip at one end and special 
double wire hook at the other, is used to pull on or push off 
garments that cannot be reached easily e.g. socks. Length 
520mm (21”). Weight 236g.
AA4680 

2  DRESS Ez DRESSING STICk 
Combines two functions in one aid – a dressing stick and a 
shoehorn. One end has a strong plastic, push-pull S-hook 
that retrieves clothing or other items. The other end is a 
long-handled shoehorn. The thick, easy-to-hold shaft has a 
foam covering to improve grip. 610mm (24”) long. 
2102

3  COMPRESSION STOCkING AID ROLYAN
A stocking aid which will apply support hosiery quickly 
and evenly. Grooves catch the compression stocking and 
prevent it from popping off. Works like a traditional sock 
aid - just pull the stocking over the shell, insert the foot and 
pull the cord to bring the hose up onto the leg. Suitable for 
Class 1 and 2 stockings. Recommended for below knee 
stockings but may still be suitable for some above knee 
models.
Small - 130mm wide x 140mm high 
Large - 150mm wide x 145mm high 
  Weight
A75440 Small    960g
A75441 Large   980g

4  SOCk NOTCh™                             ROLYAN
Ideal for people who have the use of only one hand or with 
decreased strength or coordination. The notch in the side 
of aid helps to hold the sock or stocking in place whilst it 
is applied to the aid. The cord style helps apply shorter 
socks; the garter style helps apply longer stockings that go 
over the calf. The garter style also features a handle that 
is ideal for people with a limited grasp. May be appropriate 
following stroke, head injury or spinal cord injury and for 
people with arthritis. Flexible plastic.
A754200 Cord style
A754300 Garter style

5  TERRY CLOTh SOCk AID
Sock application is made easy with this flexible, plastic 
sock aid. Slits in the plastic core allow it to bend around the 
heel. The inside is lined with nylon to reduce friction. The 
outside is lined with terry cloth to hold the sock firmly until 
it is on the foot. Two pulling tabs with loop handles permit 
one-handed application. Washable. Length 230mm (9"). 
Weight 73g.
A7273
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Dressing & Grooming

1  DORkING STOCkING AID        HOMECRAFT
A simple, inexpensive device to assist with putting on 
stocking or sock.  It consists of a strong, shaped, flexible 
plastic gutter with long cotton tapes attached to the top. 
The stocking or sock is fed on to the plastic and held in 
place with the side notches. The foot is put in the open end 
of the stocking, which is then pulled over the foot and up 
the leg using the tapes. Cord length 920mm (36").  Gutter 
length 229mm (9").  Weight 55g.
AA4650Y Standard 
AA4652Y Side Slot 

2  DORkING TIGhTS AID                       HOMECRAFT
This works on the same principle as the stocking aid 
above, but has a double gutter to enable it to be used 
for tights. Cord length 920mm (36"). Length 229mm (9"). 
Weight 106g.
AA4654Y    

3  BREVETTI SOCk & STOCkING AID HOMECRAFT
This device is particularly useful to aid putting on socks, 
but can also be used for stockings. It consists of a plastic 
collar or gutter for holding the garment at one end and a 
plastic shoehorn with a notch for easy sock removal at 
the other. The two are connected by a coated steel tube.  
Length 737mm (29"). Weight 386g.
AA4666 

4   Ez SLIDE ShOEhORN
This specially coated shoehorn prevents the metal shaft 
from sticking to either the skin or clothing. The shaft 
has fewer curves than normal shoehorns improving the 
insertion and removal of the foot. The handle is made from 
a non-slip material.
A7152 Length 610mm

5  PLASTIC ShOE hORN        HOMECRAFT
An inexpensive plastic moulded shoehorn. A long handle 
gives excellent reach. It also has a hanging loop attached 
to the handle. Length 430mm (17"). Weight 37g.
AA4600Y 

6  METAL ShOE hORN                       HOMECRAFT
A sturdy long white epoxy coated steel shoehorn for easier 
reaching. The soft PVC handgrip is hook-shaped for 
hanging and hooking. Length 600mm (24"). Weight 233g.
AA4606Y 
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Dressing & Grooming

1  SOESI ELASTIC LACES        HOMECRAFT
These look like normal shoe laces with crimped ends, but 
are elasticated and effectively convert lace-up shoes into 
slip-on shoes, for those who have trouble reaching or tying 
shoe laces.
 Length Colour Qty Weight
AA4612C 450mm (18") Brown 3 pairs 14g
AA4612GW 450mm (18") Black 3 pairs 14g
AA4616C 610mm (24") Brown 2 pairs 10g
AA4616G 610mm (24") Black 2 pairs 10g

2  kINGS BUTTON hOOk        HOMECRAFT
A shaped stainless steel wire which assists one handed 
dressing by passing through the button hole and over the 
button to grip the thread. It is pulled through with a twisting 
motion. Length: Wire 97mm (33/4"), Handle 120mm (43/4"). 
AA4677 

3   LONG hANDLED COMBS & BRUSh                        
These utensils assist those who cannot raise their arm or 
reach behind their head to comb their hair. They consist 
of a lightweight moulded plastic handle with a push-on 
extension piece, a hinged end piece which holds the comb 
or brush and has two different angled positions. When not 
in use, the comb or brush folds back into the handle and 
the extension can be taken off to give a pocket sized item.  
Length: With extension 460mm (18"); With handle 320mm 
(121/2"). Length folded 235mm (91/4"). 
  Weight
AA4710W Fine comb 120g
AA4712 Style comb  114g
AA4714  Brush 128g

4  hANDS FREE hAIRDRYER STAND
A convenient stand that holds the hairdryer steady for one 
handed styling or drying. The hairdryer nestles securely 
in a foam padded clamp on top of a flexible neck that can 
be adjusted to any angle from its tabletop base. Useful 
for hemiplegics, arthritics and others with limited upper 
extremity range of motion, strength or co-ordination. 
This simple, but essential piece of equipment increases 
independence for user or carer.
C6475

5   NAIL CARE COMBINATION SET
This two-in-one aid for fingernail care is designed 
for people who cannot grasp or use small hand-held 
implements. Mounted onto a plastic base with non-slip feet, 
the stainless steel trimmer clips nails with a simple push of 
the lever. An emery board is held rigidly in a spring clip for 
one-handed filing. Two emery boards included.
AA4737
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Kitchen & Dining

1  BREAD BOARD
This hardwood board is fitted with non-slip feet, and six 
stainless steel spikes to grip bread or vegetables, when 
cutting one-handed. It also has an L-shaped lip in one 
corner to allow one-handed spreading of the cut slices. 
Size 325 x 175mm (123/4 x 7"). Weight 972g. 
AA5274 

2  PLASTIC SPREAD BOARD HOMECRAFT
A durable one-piece injection moulded board with raised 
L-shape in one corner. This allows bread to be spread, 
using one hand. Size 181 x 256mm (71/8 x 101/8"). 
Weight 190g.
AA5284 

3  kITChEN WORkSTATION
This multi-function food preparation unit is designed to 
provide assistance with many day-to-day kitchen tasks. 
Based around a tough, durable chopping board measuring 
500 x 300mm the workstation also features 
● A removable grater and slicer (with a protective cover) 

that collects the food with a minimum of mess and waste.
● A raised L-shaped corner measuring 130 x 95mm which 

can be used to hold bread and toast in place when food 
is being spread.

● Removable stainless steel spikes that can be used to hold 
fruit or vegetables in place whilst being chopped or peeled.

● A removable clamp that can open up to 110mm wide and 
hold any object such as food, tins or bowls in place. The 
clamp has a reversible edge which can be either flat or 
contoured.

The workstation has four non-slip suction pads that firmly 
anchor it in place, even in wet conditions. The workstation 
is dishwasher safe and all its parts are removable and 
replaceable.
AA5272

4  FOOD PREPARATION SYSTEM
This durable cutting board is ideal for those who have 
difficulty in gripping, or only have the use of one hand. The 
clamp can fix items such as tins or bowls, and the stainless 
steel spikes keep vegetables still when peeling or cutting. 
It has four non-slip rubber feet to prevent the board from 
moving. Suction pads are also provided for use on wet 
surfaces. Size: 315 x 295mm (122/5 x 113/5”).  
Weight 1.66kgs.
AA5276 
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Kitchen & Dining

1  jUSTY ADjUSTABLE CARTON hANDLE 
The Justy carton holder performs several functions to help 
with opening, lifting and pouring milk and juice cartons. The 
device is adjustable enabling it to fit over a range of carton 
sizes. When it is pushed down over the carton the opener 
pierces the top of the carton to provide an easy to pour lid. 
Measures 137 x 68 x 144mm (51/2 x 23/4 x 53/4”). Weight 
143g.
AA5384

2  GORDON PEELER AND CLAMP      HOMECRAFT
This handy device clamps to a table or worktop and 
enables fruit and vegetables to be peeled using only 
one hand.  Clamped to the work surface by a sliding 
mechanism, the hardened, swivelling blade is slotted into 
the top. It is operated by holding the vegetable and pushing 
it over the blade, away from the user. The peelings then 
drop onto a plate placed behind the peeler. Suitable for 
work surfaces 12 to 55mm (1/2 to 21/4") thick.  
Weight 510g.
AA5208 

3  REX PEELER
An efficient and easy to use peeler with a metal frame 
and a hardened swivelling blade fitted across the jaws at 
the end.  It is lightweight and the shape allows it to nestle 
comfortably in the hand. The horizontal blade allows 
peeling without cocking the wrist. A scoop at one end of the 
blade can be used for removal of potato eyes etc. Supplied 
in pairs. Weight 45g.
AA5200

4   CLYDE GRATER, SCRAPER  
& SPIkE                                       HOMECRAFT

The white epoxy coated steel frame has a grating unit fitted 
to it with a plated metal mesh blade, for peeling or grating.  
The top section is easily detached for cleaning. A stainless 
steel spike attachment is included for holding vegetables 
while peeling them with a manual peeler. Weight 534g.
AA5214

5  SPILLNOT jAR & BOTTLE OPENER
This jar and bottle opener has three sunken cones of 
different sizes, lined with a non-slip material. When a jar 
or bottle is pressed in the appropriate cone, it is gripped, 
leaving both hands free to twist the lid. Can be used in 
conjunction with certain openers. Fitted with four non-
slip feet. Suitable for tops 44 to 108mm (13/4 to 41/4”) 
diameter. Weight 540g.
AA5080 

6   BELLICLAMP jAR &  
BOTTLE hOLDER                        HOMECRAFT

This device hooks over the edge of a worktop and the jar 
or bottle is then placed in the V. The object is clamped by 
the wooden arm, which can be pushed with the stomach or 
hip, leaving hands free to twist the top. The device is made 
of moulded plastic with non-slip feet and rubber lining. Can 
be used with most openers. Suitable for jars up to 120mm 
(43/4”) diameter. Weight 580g. 
AA5090
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Kitchen & Dining

1   CROYDON TIN OPENER & STAND  HOMECRAFT
This wall mounted opener supports the tin and holds 
it tightly against the blade, so that it can be used one-
handed. The keyhole fittings on the back plate enable it to 
be easily removed for cleaning. The tin is wound up on a 
stand to engage the opener, which clips on to the top of the 
plate.  Suitable for tins up to 115mm (41/2") diameter and 
155mm.  (6") high. Weight 1.1kgs.
AA5140    

2  MIGhTY LEVER jAR & BOTTLE OPENER
The flexible stainless steel band is fitted around a lid, 
and then clamped tight using the screw at the end of the 
handle.  The handle can then be used as a lever. Suitable 
for tops 20-110mm (3/4 - 41/2") diameter. Weight 88g.
AA5020

3  TWISTER jAR OPENER        HOMECRAFT
A cone shaped rubber moulding with fluted finger grips on 
the outside, and ribbing on the inside to give a good grip 
for opening twist-off jar lids. Suitable for tops 20-85mm 
(3/4 - 31/2") diameter. Weight 100g.
AA5000Y 

4   BOTTLE OPENER &  
kNOB TURNER                        HOMECRAFT

Flexible rubber moulding for an easy, firm grip on small 
tops e.g. drink bottles or medicine containers. Excellent 
for turning knobs. Suitable for tops up to 35mm (11/2") 
diameter.   Weight 85g.
AA5070Y 

5  UNDO-IT jAR &  
    BOTTLE OPENER                      HOMECRAFT

A V-shaped coated metal opener with non-slip lining that 
is screwed underneath a shelf or cupboard. The jar is slid 
into the V until the lid wedges. It is then twisted to remove 
the lid.   Suitable for tops 25 to 75mm (1 to 3”) diameter. 
Weight 145g. 
AA5010Y 

6  hAND hELD UNDO-IT OPENER                      
A V-shaped metal opener with non-slip lining and 
comfortable built up handle. Slide the V onto the jar lid until 
it wedges in place, then simply turn the handles to remove 
the jar lid. Suitable for lids 15 to 95mm (11/2 to 33/4”). 
Weight 125g. 
AA5006

7  RING PULL TIN OPENER
A plastic ring-puller that provides excellent leverage and 
has a large broad surface for grip. The flat end fits easily 
under the tab to break the seal prior to levering the lid off 
with the hook end. Length 160mm (61/4”). Weight 18g.
AA5193

8  CANPULL™  FEATURING SODASNAP
The Canpull is a durable device especially designed for 
opening ring pull cans. Extremely easy to use, just hook 
the end under the ring, fold forwards and then roll back. 
Suitable for users either with arthritis or with a weak grip. 
Stores easily on a hook or in the cutlery drawer. Also 
features a sodasnap, which has been designed specifically 
for opening the ring pulls on cans of drink.
AA5194
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1  STANDARD kETTLE TIPPER HOMECRAFT
A raised tilting platform, designed to assist with pouring from 
any standard kettle with virtually no effort or risk of spilling 
boiling water. When the handle is pushed gently forward, 
the platform pivots on its white coated wire frame, which has 
non-slip feet. It cannot drop forward accidentally or fall back 
past the horizontal. The frame is high enough to pour safely 
into a teapot, mug or cup. Not suitable for cordless kettles.  
Platform height 93mm.  Weight 1kg.  Spares are available, 
making this product suitable for refurbishment.
AA5770Y 

2  CORDLESS kETTLE TIPPER HOMECRAFT
At last, a kettle tipper to suit most cordless kettles. This 
innovative design is a combination of our two successful 
tippers. There is a metal plate that secures the base of the 
cordless kettle and a frame with a Velcro strap to keep the 
upper part of the kettle in place. A cut out at the foot of the 
tipper allows cups to be positioned as close to the kettle 
as required. The frame has a built-in back stop to prevent 
spillage if the kettle is accidentally released during use. 
Weight 1kg.  Spares are available, making this product 
suitable for refurbishment.
AA5771 

3  jUG kETTLE TIPPER                      HOMECRAFT
A coated wire cradle that holds most styles of jug kettle, 
and pivots on a raised wire frame by gentle pressure on 
the handle to assist with pouring. The kettle sits in the 
cradle and is secured by an elasticated strap. The frame 
has a built-in stop for positioning the mug and a back stop 
to prevent spillage if the kettle is accidentally released 
during pouring. The frame has non-slip feet.  Not suitable 
for cordless or mini jug kettles.  Weight 602g.  Spares are 
available, making this product suitable for refurbishment.
AA5774 

4   UNI kETTLE TIPPER         HOMECRAFT
This new and innovative kettle tipper is designed to be 
compatible with most kettle types including standard, jug 
and cordless kettles. The tipper has a lever at either side 
that can be used to tip the kettle while it is held in place, 
without the user having to actually lift the water. This 
reduces the effort required and potential strain on the wrist 
that can occur when holding the kettle handle. For added 
safety the kettle will rock back into the upright position if 
the user lets go during use. The base plate is 200mm in 
diameter and has a sliding stop at the front so that the 
kettle can be positioned in the most suitable position. The 
tipper is manufactured from attractive heat resistant plastic 
for durability and has rubber feet to prevent sliding on the 
work surface.
091207281

5   PAN hANDLE hOLDER
Prevents a pan from turning while stirring with one hand. 
The wide spread suction cup base creates greater stability 
and keeps the suction cups further from the heat than 
narrower based models. Overall dimensions 410 x 110mm. 
AA5305

6   STAINLESS STEEL COOkING BASkET                         
             HOMECRAFT

This stainless steel basket allows vegetables to be cooked 
and strained without ever lifting a pan full of boiling water. The 
large flame-retardant moulded nylon handle is easy to grip 
and provides heat insulation.  Diameter 165mm at the top, 
tapering to 120mm at the bottom. Depth 90mm. Weight 245g.
AA5351Y 
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REFLEX kITChEN UTENSILS
This range of knives has an easy-to-grip contoured 
closed handle with blades set at an angle to 
minimise wrist movement for the user. The handle 
has been designed to counter-balance the weight of 
the utensil whilst also being aesthetically pleasing. 

1  REFLEX SLICING kNIFE HOMECRAFT
A high quality stainless steel blade that is long and narrow. 
Ideal for slicing bread. Dishwasher safe. Blade length 
254mm (9"). Weight 125g.
AA5246Y

2  REFLEX CARVING kNIFE HOMECRAFT
This high quality stainless steel blade with a scalloped 
rather than a smooth blade which will stay permanently 
sharp. Dishwasher safe. Blade length 203mm (8").  
Weight 155g.
AA5244Y 

3  REFLEX ChEF’S kNIFE HOMECRAFT
This high quality stainless steel blade with a smooth sharp 
edge is useful for cutting or chopping food. Dishwasher 
safe. Blade length 203mm (8"). Weight 165g.
AA5245Y 

4  REFLEX PREPARATION kNIFE HOMECRAFT
This knife with a scalloped edge is useful for cutting and 
preparing food. The blade will not require sharpening. 
Dishwasher safe. Blade length 127mm (5"). Weight 140g.
AA5240Y 

5  REFLEX CARVING FORk         HOMECRAFT
A two pronged fork with the same handle design as the 
Reflex knife range. The prongs are made from stainless steel 
and are 156mm in length. Weight 140g. Dishwasher safe.
AA5248Y

6  REFLEX COMFORT GRIP UTENSILS
The new range of Reflex Comfort Grip Kitchen Utensils has 
been designed with a soft-touch overmoulded handle to 
provide a more comfortable slip resistant grip. The handle 
is set at an angle to minimise wrist movement when using 
the product and the grip is slightly larger than the standard 
range to reduce the amount of finger movement required 
to grip the handle. The utensils are available with the same 
stainless steel blades as in the standard Reflex range. 
Dishwasher safe.
091207794  Preparation Knife 
091207802  Carving Knife 
091207810  Chef’s Knife 
091207828  Slicing Knife 
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1  QUEENS CUTLERY HOMECRAFT
A wide range of stainless steel utensils mounted into a built-up plastic 
handle to help those with weak or restricted grip. The handle is cylindrical 
to assist with gripping. The items are hygienically sealed, easy to clean and 
are dishwasher safe. Length of handle 98mm (35/8").  Diameter of handle 
30mm (11/4").
  Weight
AA5500A Knife 45g
AA5501A Fork 45g   
AA5502A Spoon 45g
AA5503A Jnr. spoon 45g
Set of Queens Cutlery including one of each of the above.
AA5517Y Retail packed - Set

2   QUEENS ONE-hANDED BUILT-UP CUTLERY HOMECRAFT
These stainless steel utensils, mounted in the Queens built-up handle, can 
be used for one-handed eating by combining cutlery functions. The splayed 
fork is a pronged fork with edges designed for cutting food and a deep 
rounded body, which functions like a spoon.  The Nelson Knife is a knife 
with a cutting edge, which ends as a curved pronged fork, to enable food to 
be picked up. Specifications as for standard Queens range.
  Weight
AA5507A Splayed 45g         
AA5508A Nelson knife 55g

3   QUEENS ANGLED BUILT-UP CUTLERY HOMECRAFT
A range of stainless steel utensils with an angled head mounted in the 
Queens built-up handle, enabling those with limited wrist movement to eat 
more easily. The knife has a blade bent at an angle to the handle and can 
be used with a rocker action. The fork and spoon are available as right or 
left handed versions. Specifications as for standard Queens range.
  Weight
AA5510A Knife 45g
AA5511LA Left handed fork 55g
AA5511RA Right handed fork 45g
AA5512LA Left handed spoon 55g
AA5512RA Right handed spoon 55g

4   LIGhTWEIGhT FOAM hANDLED CUTLERY           HOMECRAFT
These stainless steel utensils are mounted on plastic stems and sealed into 
light grey foam handles, to give help for those with weak or painful grip. The 
foam is comfortable to hold and washable.  Diameter 28mm (11/4"). Handle 
length 115mm (41/2").           
   Weight
AA5550 Knife 45g
AA5551 Fork 34g
AA5552 Spoon 42g
AA5553 Teaspoon 30g
AA5554 Set (one of each) 151g

5   LIGhTWEIGhT FOAM ANGLED CUTLERY    HOMECRAFT
Angled versions of the lightweight foam range for those with limited wrist 
or arm movement. The knife can be used without cocking the wrist and the 
fork and spoon are available as right (R) or left (L) handed versions. Knife 
blade at 90º angle. Fork and spoon at 40º angles. Stainless steel utensils 
with closed cell foam handles.
           Weight
AA5555 Knife 45g
AA5556L Left handed fork 40g
AA5556R Right handed fork 40g
AA5557L Left handed spoon 46g
AA5557R Right handed spoon 46g
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Double Utensil

AA5545
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AA5536/AA5539
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kINGS MODULAR CUTLERY
This attractive and comprehensive range allows a 
large amount of bespoke cutlery items to be made 
from 33 modular pieces. It caters for virtually all 
needs - economically, visually, aesthetically and 
functionally. The range covers: standard, angled 
and specialised utensils; built up, slim, contoured, 
lightweight and heavyweight handles; and a unique 
double ended feature to create special utensils for 
one handed eating or to provide an inconspicuous 
hand strap. All items are hygienic, non-corroding 
and dishwasher safe.  

1  kINGS STANDARD BUILT-UP hANDLE 
The Standard Handle has a hollow cylindrical body. The 
Slim has an oval cross section and this handle is also 
used as the core for the built-up sleeves. The Contoured 
has a curved shape and finger contours. The Heavyweight 
Handle is similar to the standard, but the core is filled with 
a metal bar to make it heavier.
  Width Weight
AA5536 Standard  25mm 30g
AA5543 Slim  14-19mm 29g
AA5535 Contoured  22-30mm 85g
AA5539 Heavy Handle  25mm 156g

2  kINGS BUILT-UP SLEEVES
Contoured PVC sleeves that fit over the slim handle 
AA5543.
  Width Weight
AA5545 Oval Sleeve  23-30mm 24g
AA5546 Small Contoured 22mm 19g

AA5547 Large Contoured 29-35mm 38g

3  kINGS LIGhTWEIGhT FOAM hANDLES 
Made from grey sculptured closed cell foam for those 
unable to cope with the weight of standard built up 
handles. Washable. 
  Width Weight
AA5538 Small  20mm 10g
AA5537 Large  28mm 12g

4  kINGS ASSESSMENT kIT
This kit contains one of each utensil, handle and sleeve, 
plus the Kings Button Hook. Ideal for assessing individual 
patient needs. Supplied in an attractive case with a specific 
place for each item.
AA5548 Complete Kit with Case
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 1  kINGS STANDARD CUTLERY UTENSILS 
These standard utensils are mounted in plastic spigots that push 
tightly into the chosen handle but allow the blade to be angled as 
desired. 
   Length Weight
AA5520 Knife  112mm 17g
AA5521 Fork 104mm 21g 
AA5522 Standard Spoon  97mm 23g
AA5523 Junior Spoon 91mm 21g 
AA5524 Teaspoon  84mm 17g
AA5526 Soup Spoon 80mm 26g 

2  kINGS ANGLED CUTLERY UTENSILS 
Angled blades are ideal for people with limited wrist or arm 
movement. The knife is at 90 degrees and can also be used as the 
second utensil in the double-ended handles. Forks and spoons have 
40 degree angles. The angled adaptor adds extra length and a 30 
degree angle to any utensil.
   Length Weight
AA5530 Knife (8cm offset) 130mm 20g
AA5531L Left Hand Fork  82mm 21g
AA5531R Right Hand Fork  82mm 21g
AA5532L Left Hand Spoon  82mm 23g
AA5532R Right Hand Spoon  82mm 23g
AA5534 Adaptor  60 10g      pack of 3

3  kINGS SPECIALISED CUTLERY UTENSILS 
The Splayed Fork (AA5527) is a combined fork and spoon and 
the Nelson Knife is a combined knife and fork. Both are designed 
to help with one-handed eating. The Small Rocker Knife is for 
cutting food with minimal rocking movement and can be used in the 
double-ended cutlery handles to make one utensil more versatile. 
The Large Rocker Knife has a broad semi-circular blade which is 
ideal for preparing larger food without cocking the wrist.
  Length Weight
AA5527 Splayed Fork 82mm 22g
AA5528 Nelson Knife 110mm 25g
AA5529 Small Rocker 35mm width 
  60mm width 19g
AA5533 Large Rocker Max. width
  of blade 121mm 45g

4  kINGS SOFT-COATED SPOONS
These spoons have been dipped in soft food quality PVC. This 
makes the spoons ideal for users with bite reflex problem when 
eating. Due to the type of use to which these items are subjected, 
they are only guaranteed for three months.
  Length Weight
AA5518 Spoon  100mm 32g 
AA5519 Teaspoon  80mm 25g

AA5522

AA5524

AA5523

AA5526

AA5520

AA5521

AA5532L

AA5532R

AA5531L

AA5531R
AA5530

AA5527
AA5528

AA5529
AA5533

AA5534
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1  SURE GRIP BENDABLE CUTLERY 
The spoons and fork feature a metal shaft that is easily 
bent to any angle to accommodate reduced range of 
motion and to provide the greatest comfort for the user. 
The rocker knife cuts with a minimum of motion. They have 
comfortable rubber built-up handles and stainless steel 
utensils. Dishwasher safe.
  Weight Length
A703205 Teaspoon 45g 175mm
A703206 Spoon 55g 200mm
A703207 Fork 45g 205mm
A703208 Knife 55g 210mm
A703209 Set of 4 (1 of each)

2  SUPER GRIP CUTLERY         
● Comfortable ribbed built-up handles help people with 

weak grasp hold utensils securely
● Stainless steel with rubber handles
● Institutional dishwasher safe 
A703200 Teaspoon 
A703201 Tablespoon
A703202 Fork
A703203 Knife
A703204 Set of 4 

3  MAROON SPOON 
A narrow, shallow bowl makes it ideal for feeding therapy. 
Tough and break resistant (do not use with clients with 
severe bite reflex).  Dishwasher safe, no heated drying. 
Comes in packs of 10.
920273  Small
920274  Large 

4  PLASTISOL™ COATED SPOONS
Plastic coated spoons that provide protection for teeth 
and lips from utensil edges and temperature sensitivity. 
Not recommended for those with heavy biting reflexes. 
Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F). Cold water washing 
prolongs life of the utensil.
1072 Teaspoon  
1071 Youth Spoon 

5  NELSON kNIFE HOMECRAFT
A stainless steel knife designed for one-handed eating. The 
stainless steel knife blade can be used with a rocker action 
and the pronged end used as a fork. A built up sleeve 
from the Kings Modular cutlery range may be added to the 
handle.  Handle length 100mm (4"). Weight 54g.
AA5597Y 
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1  CARING CUTLERY HOMECRAFT
A range of stainless steel utensils moulded into contoured, ivory-coloured 
plastic handles with built-up ends. These are of value to those with a weak 
grip and restricted wrist or finger movement. The knife and fork have a 
shaped indent on the top for the index finger, to help with directional control. 
The knife also has a serrated blade to assist with cutting. In addition to 
the standard spoon, there is a right handed angled spoon with an angled 
handle to minimise wrist movement. Hygienically sealed, easy to clean and 
dishwasher safe. Length of handle 127mm (5").
  Weight
AA5570 Knife 50g
AA5571 Fork 50g
AA5572 Spoon 60g
AA5573R Right angled spoon 65g

2  jUNIOR CARING CUTLERY HOMECRAFT
A range of knife, fork and spoon similar in concept to the Caring Cutlery 
range, but smaller in size. Designed primarily for children, they are easy 
to clean and dishwasher safe. Stainless Steel cutlery. Length of handle 
102mm (4").
  Weight
AA5575 Knife 24g
AA5576 Fork 22g
AA5577 Spoon 24g

3  AMEFA ANGLED CONTOURED CUTLERY
These items have shaped handles to assist those with restricted  wrist 
or finger movement. The knife has a straight built-up handle with angled 
blade that allows cutting with a rocker action. The forks and spoons have 
curved built-up handles that are comfortable to grip and require little wrist 
movement. Stainless steel utensils that are easy to clean and dishwasher 
safe. Length of handles 114mm (41/2").
  Weight
AA5584 Knife 78g
AA5585L Left fork 48g
AA5585R Right fork 48g
AA5586L Left spoon 54g
AA5586R Right spoon 54g

4   SPLAYED WITh SLIM hANDLE HOMECRAFT
A stainless steel combination utensil designed for one-handed eating. This 
combined fork and spoon has side edges that have been shaped to give a 
cutting edge. A built up sleeve from the Kings Modular cutlery range may be 
added to the handle.   Handle length 100mm (4"). Weight 34g.
AA5595 

5  MULTI hOLDER HOMECRAFT
Comfortable, easily adjustable, strap handle that provides a  secure grasp 
on a variety of handle shapes and sizes. Made from a soft, stretchy fabric, 
this utensil securely holds a range of items such as cutlery, pens, pencils, 
brushes and combs. Useful for people with limited hand function or a weak 
grip. One size fits all. For left or right handed use. Colour may vary.
AA5587 
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1  MEDECI PLATE
A deep dished plate to assist with picking up food. Made 
from tough scratch-resistant plastic. The large contoured 
rim makes the plate easier to grip. It is lightweight, 
stackable,  microwaveable and dishwasher safe.   External 
diameter 241mm (91/2"). Weight 180g.
AA5620h 

2  PLATE WITh INSIDE EDGE
The curved inside edge keeps food from sliding off the 
plate to make self-feeding easier for children or adults. 
Plate is 230mm (9”) in diameter with a 25mm (1”) rim and 
a 13mm (1/2”) edge. Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F) 
and microwave safe. Made from polypropylene. 
C1425  

3  MANOY CONTOURED PLATES
These melamine plates are designed to help those with 
one good hand or who have difficulty picking up food with 
utensils. They are oval in shape with a sloping bottom and 
high sided end to help scoop up food without spilling it over 
the side. Not suitable for microwave ovens, but dishwasher 
safe. 
  Weight
AA5610 Small 227 x 159mm (81/2 x 61/4")  200g
AA5612 Large 279 x 197mm (11 x 73/4")  440g 

4  ROUND SCOOP DISh
Moulded low in front and high in back, this unbreakable, 
round scoop dish is especially useful. Non-slip, 
rubber-padded bottom provides control when using the 
scoop feature. 200mm (8") diameter. Washes in top 
shelf of domestic dishwashers. Not recommended for 
microwave use. 
1546 Yellow                   

5  hI-LO SCOOP PLATE
Ideal for the one-handed user. The vertical wall guides 
food onto utensils. This lightweight plate has a non-slip 
rubber-coated base to prevent sliding. Entry wall is 13mm 
(1/2") high and steadily increases upward to 38mm (11/2"). 
230mm (9") diameter provides plenty of space for any size 
meal. This microwaveable plate has a 19mm (3/4") rim for 
easy handling. Top rack dishwasher safe.
C1540

6  INCURVE PLATE SURROUND HOMECRAFT
This flexible guard can be fitted to ordinary plates to assist 
with  one-handed eating. Three clips attach it to the rim 
and create a high inward sloping face to help with food 
collection and prevent spillage. Plate size 190 to 254mm 
(71/2 to 10") external diameter. Weight 45g. 
AA5662Y
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1  SECURE GRIP PLATE
Designed for people with impaired grip, this plate has an 
over-hanging rim for fingers to curl around, ensuring a 
firm grip whilst handling. The high inner wall facilitates one 
handed eating by allowing food to be pushed against it and 
onto forks and spoons.  Made from ceramic, this plate is both 
dishwasher and microwave safe. Diameter 254mm (10”). 
Matching cups and mugs are available.
AA5615 Taffeta

2  SCOOP PLATE
This tough polycarbonate scoop plate has near vertical 
sides to push against for easier eating, especially with one 
hand. 
● Wide contoured rim for better gripping.
● Height 4cm (1½”), external diameter 26cm (10¼”). 

Weighs 143g. 
● Microwave and dishwasher safe. 
● Lid with clips is available to make the plate anti-spill. 
● Suction seal is also available to create stability and 

reduce mess.

091429315  Scoop Plate
091429331  Lid
091429349  Suction Seal

3  hIGh SIDED PLATE
This tough polycarbonate high sided plate is ideal for those 
with one good hand. 
● High sides make it easier for the user to scoop up food 

without spilling it over the side. 
● Wide contoured rim allows for better gripping.
● Height 4½cm, (1¾”), external diameter 26cm (10 ¼”). 

Weighs 147g. 
● Microwave and dishwasher safe. 
● Lid with clips is available to make the plate anti-spill. 
● Suction seal is also available to create stability and 

reduce mess.

091429323  High Sided Plate
091429331  Lid 
091429349  Suction Seal 
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1  SECURE GRIP LARGE TWO  
    hANDLED MUG

New to the secure grip range, these mugs with two extra 
large handles have been purposely designed to allow a 
number of alternative gripping positions. The handles are 
wide enough to allow gripping using all fingers. They are 
also far enough away to allow a closed handgrip yet reduce 
the risk of touching the hot vessel. The mug is dishwasher 
and microwave safe.
AA573610

2  INSULATED MUG
A plastic mug with double wall for insulation, keeping the 
contents hot but protecting the hand or table top. It has a 
large handle for easy gripping. Supplied with a lid.
AA5740Y 

3  NOSEY CUTOUT TUMBLERS
These cups are redesigned for added comfort and 
convenience. A special cutout helps to maintain the proper 
head and neck positioning when swallowing, making 
drinking even easier. Each tumbler is transparent which 
enables at a glance monitoring of liquid intake. Durable 
polypropylene makes these tumblers dishwasher safe up to 
109ºC (228ºF). 
C1149 115ml (4fl.oz)
C1145 225ml (8fl.oz)
1146 340ml (12fl.oz) 

4  CUP WITh TEMPERATURE REGULATED LID
This version of a non-spill cup has a lid that changes colour 
when the contents are hotter than body temperature.  If 
liquids hotter than 371/2ºC (96ºF) are put into the beaker 
the lid will change colour from blue to pink, alerting the user 
to be careful when drinking. The lid is safe and easy to use 
and can also be used with a straw.
AA5769 

5  DYSPhAGIA MUG
Helps people who have trouble swallowing. Drinking while 
tucking the chin toward the chest gives normal swallowing 
mechanisms time to work. The design of this cup helps 
prevent liquids from escaping at the lips and directs the 
liquid to the centre of the mouth. It provides sufficient nose 
clearance to empty the cup without tilting the head back. The 
extended handle accommodates gripping by the entire hand 
or by the thumb only. Dishwasher safe to 80°C (180°F).
A779100 Almond
A779101 Green
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1  CARING MUG HOMECRAFT
This mug has a wide stable base with two large contoured 
and angled handles, which enables it to be held in the 
correct position for drinking. The lid has a well designed 
spout, and matches the Caring Cutlery range. It is useful 
for those with tremor or who cannot sit upright. The mug is 
microwaveable. Capacity 300ml (11fl.oz). Weight 176g.
AA5710Y 

2  TWO hANDLED MUG
This mug has two handles to assist control and is supplied 
with two lids; one for anti-spill and one with a drinking spout. 
The mug is dishwasher-safe, but not the lid. Colours may vary.  
Capacity 250ml (9fl.oz). Weight 110g. Supplied in pairs.
AA5720 

3  CLEAR POLYCARBONATED MUG
A tough, clear plastic mug with a large handle. It is supplied 
with two lids, one for anti-spill, and one with a drinking 
spout.  The mug is dishwasher-safe, but not the lid, and it 
can be used in a microwave oven. Capacity 400ml (14fl.oz) 
Weight 160g. 
AA5700 

4  FEEDING CUPS
A clear plastic beaker, designed for easy gripping, which 
has a vented lid with a drinking spout. Available with 4mm or 
8mm spout hole. Supplied in pairs. Capacity 200ml (7fl.oz).
  Weight
AA5750Y 4mm pair 80g
AA5752 8mm pair 100g 

5  FEEDING CUP WITh ADjUSTABLE SPOUT
A feeding cup with a spout that can be vertical or clicked 
over to an angled position for drinking when less tilt is 
required. Available with 4mm or 8mm spout hole. Sold in 
pairs.  Capacity 250ml (9fl.oz).
  Weight
AA5754 4mm pair 60g
AA5756 8mm pair 100g

6  PAT SAUNDERS STRAWS
These straws have one-way valves which stay filled with 
fluid even after removing the straw from a user’s lips. This 
feature eliminates the possibility of sucking in too much 
air while drinking. The clip-on straw hooks onto the side of 
a glass or cup to prevent the straw from falling out. Each 
pack includes one 255mm (10") and one 178mm (7") straw 
both with 6mm (1/4") holes.
AA5764 

7  MEDECI SYSTEM CUP
Suitable for the visually impaired and able to be customised 
to individual needs. The handles can be inserted into fluted 
slots on the cup in the positions best suited to the user. 
Made from tough ABS plastic, the cups are microwaveable, 
dishwasher safe, stackable, hardwearing and versatile. 
Capacity 340ml, weight 170g.
AA5724h Ivory

Accessories
AA572401 Spout top (supplied separately)
AA572402 Anti-spill top (supplied separately)
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Reachers

Introducing the Revolutionary new 
RevoReach™ product range.
key Features
● Ergonomic handle design reduces finger and wrist strain
● Attractive slip-resistant handle provides a more secure grip
● Robust construction for security and durability
● Slip-resistant ridged jaws provide additional grip when 

picking up objects
● Adjustable rotating jaw head operated by a pull and twist 

action offers flexibility - Adjustable in 30º increments
● Three models available to suit user requirements

1  REVOREACh™ XCEL        HOMECRAFT
This robust reacher benefits from an ergonomically 
designed handle with a trigger that requires minimal finger 
extension and allows the use of all fingers for a more 
powerful grip. The short trigger design is ideal for anyone 
with arthritic fingers or a weak grip.
  Length  Weight
091204825  Standard  660mm (26”)  210g 
091204833  Long  810mm (32”)  230g

2  REVOREACh™ SELECT                HOMECRAFT
A traditional trigger design that provides precise control. The 
trigger is extended to allow four fingers to be used and is 
also closer to the handle than traditional reachers to reduce 
finger extension and allow a stronger grip. The soft touch, 
ridged handle provides a comfortable and secure grip.
  Length  Weight
091204841  Standard  660mm (26”)  200g
091204858  Long  810mm (32”)  220g

3  REVOREACh™ GRIPLOCk         HOMECRAFT
This unique reacher has additional features, making it as 
easy to use as possible. The GripLock benefits from an 
innovative locking mechanism that allows the jaws to be 
locked in place once an item is gripped, enabling the user 
to concentrate their efforts on moving the object, rather 
than maintaining their grip of the item. There are three main 
functions of the lock:
● Standard Lock - The standard locking feature allows 

the lock to be engaged using either the thumb or hand 
to turn the locking catch. This allows the user to grip an 
object then engage the lock once they have achieved a 
secure hold

● Grip & Hold - This innovative function allows the lock 
to be set so that as the trigger is squeezed, the jaws 
automatically lock. This is ideal for anyone who lacks the 
dexterity to use the lock catch when gripping an item, 
and is also very useful for gaining a tighter hold on an 
item that has already been gripped

● Fine Tune Grip - a useful feature that allows the jaws 
to be locked half way so they have a smaller range of 
movement. This is a useful function when picking up 
smaller objects as it allows a more precise grip and 
allows the reacher to retrieve items from tight spaces 

  Length  Weight
091204791  Standard  660mm (26”)  220g 
091204809  Long  810mm (32”)  240g
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1  hANDI-REAChER                            HOMECRAFT
● Adds inches to arm length, so picking up objects doesn’t 

have to include stretching and bending.
● Economical yet durable reacher.
● Constructed with wire-driven jaws, eliminating a string 

that can stretch and break.
● Ideal for people with limited hand strength—lightweight 

reacher features an ergonomically designed trigger that 
is operated with the whole hand, requiring less strength 
than traditional 2-finger triggers.

● Short trigger distance is ideal for people with stiff hands.
● The trigger, operated by four fingers instead of the usual 

two is easy to grip and operate.
● Slip-resistant jaws can pick up even extremely small items.
● Includes a magnet for picking up metal objects.
● Includes a hook that aids with dressing.
● Lightweight frame resists twisting and bending when 

picking up heavier objects.
   Length
AA8054Y Standard Handi-Reacher 61cm
AA8056Y Long Handi-Reacher 76cm 
AA8058Y Extra-Long Handi-Reacher 89cm

Swivelling jaws
Dressing hook

Magnet

Rubber-lined jaws

1

Full hand operated trigger
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• Available with
 locking mechanism

• Reacher clip included
• jaw rotates 360°

• Optional forearm cuff

• Full-grasp 
 trigger

• Rubber-lined jaws

AA8070

AA8060

AA8073

AA8063

AA8069

AA8068

Reach into the future with the ‘Pick-Up’

hOMECRAFT PICk-UP REAChER
Lightweight, robust and wear-resistant reacher. Ideal 
for retrieving or reaching a wide variety of items in the 
home, garden or out shopping.

  Length
AA8070 Short/Paediatric Pick-Up 34cm  

AA8060Y Standard Pick-Up 60cm  

AA8061 Standard Pick-Up with  60cm
   Lock & Forearm Support  

AA8063Y Long Pick-Up 75cm

AA8064 Long Pick-Up with  75cm
   Lock & Forearm Support  

AA8073 Extra Long Pick-Up 90cm  

AA8066 Litter Pick-Up   75cm  

Lever Lock & Forearm Support
The optional lever lock allows operation without 
squeezing the trigger, leaving both hands free to 
support weighty items. The lock is operated by 
turning a single lever with a comfortable knob to grip. 
The optional forearm support greatly reduces the 
strength required in the wrist to operate, while 
helping to support the wrist when lifting heavier 
items.
AA8068 Clip-on Lock
AA8069 Forearm Support 

Trigger Design
The trigger projects through the top of the handle to 
allow operation in a variety of ways. The trigger can 
either be squeezed in the conventional manner, or 
the projected trigger can be pushed using the palm 
of the hand. The trigger is designed for comfort and 
is large and roomy to allow use of all fingers. The 
short trigger distance is ideal for stiff, arthritic fingers.

Twin Gripping jaws
The jaws have sensitive sculptured liners that give 
an excellent grip. The hard wearing rubber liner is 
bonded on. The Pick-Up* is operated by a wire not 
a cord giving a positive response while eliminating 
fraying or stretching. The gearing allows smooth 
operation.

Rotatable head/Stick Clip
The head can easily rotate to suit individual tasks. 
The Pick-Up* is supplied with a removable stick clip 
allowing it to be clipped on to wheelchairs, walking 
frames, etc.

Magnetic head
Magnet attached to the jaw allows easy 
retrieval of pins, paper clips, etc.

To order visit our online store at www.surgicalsynergies.com.au
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Household

21 1  TAPTURN TURNERS                       HOMECRAFT
These strong moulded turners simply hook over the top of 
a ‘X’ type tap, to make it easy to turn. They are supplied as 
a red and blue pair for hot and cold taps. Length 140mm 
(51/2"). Weight 65g.
AA6200Y 

2  COMFORT GRIP TAP TURNERS      HOMECRAFT
These tap turners have a soft overmoulded handle for  
improved comfort and grip. They are designed to fit over 
cross head taps and are supplied as a red and blue pair.
091209485

3  CRYSTAL TAP TURNER        HOMECRAFT
This ingenious device clamps around the top of cylindrical 
tap tops, and provides the leverage to turn them easily. 
The barrel of the handle is spring loaded to allow the jaws 
to clamp down on the tap, which is gripped by soft non-slip 
rubber linings in the jaws. The jaws can also be locked 
in position. The handle is comfortable and easy to grip. 
For use with taps up to 60mm (21/2”) in diameter. Closed 
length 190mm (71/2”). Weight 112g.
AA6210Y 

4  MEDECI TAP TURNERS
Designed for strength and versatility, these turners 
are easy to fit and adjust to suit almost any size of a 
crystal or crosshead tap. The long, shaped handle offers 
great leverage and is pivoted for ease of use. A symbol 
embossed onto the cap of the red turner helps the user to 
differentiate between the two turners. Supplied as a pair. 
Overall length 200mm (8”). Width 75mm (3”). Height 40mm 
(11/2”). Weight 130g.
AA6218

5  DERBY TAP TURNERS
Attractive, easy to use tap turners that can be used on 
crosshead and crystal taps. The soft textured handles 
provide a comfortable and secure grip whilst in use. There 
is no installation required due to the screw handle that 
tightens the grip on the tap. Colour coded so that those with 
limited vision can identify the required tap. Length 180mm 
(71/5”). Width 70mm (23/4”). Height 45mm (13/4”).
AA6215

6  PEN & PENCIL hOLDER
This soft PVC moulding slides on to normal sized pens and 
pencils to make them easier to grip and control writing. 
Internal diameter 8mm. Available in packs of 3. Weight 22g.
AA7200SY

7  CONTOUR TURNER                      HOMECRAFT
This device is used to give good leverage for turning small 
difficult items e.g. gas or radiator taps. The head has a bed 
of sprung stainless steel rods, which when pressed around 
an object, retract, conform around its shape, and provide a 
purchase around it when the handle is turned. The handle 
is a black plastic T-piece, which is easy to grip. It is small 
enough to be carried around in pocket or hand bag.  Head 
size 95mm (33/4”) wide. 50mm (2”) deep. Weight 130g. 
AA6230 
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1  ThICk PLASTAzOTE FOAM TUBING
Closed cell foam tubing, available in various sizes to 
provide a built-up handle for easier gripping e.g. cutlery, 
pens. It is non-absorbent, non-sticky, washable and 
dishwasher safe. Supplied in 1 metre (39") lengths, it may 
be cut to size.  Lengths may vary plus or minus 50mm.  
External Diameter 31mm (11/4")
 Colour Int. dia. Weight
AA6104A White 6mm 55g
AA6104M Grey 6mm 55g
AA6106A White 9mm 60g
AA6106M Grey 9mm 60g
AA6108A White 12mm 65g
AA6108M Grey 12mm 65g   

External Diameter 19mm (3/4")
AA6100A White 6mm 30g

2  CLOSED CELL FOAM TUBING
Used for building up tool and utensil handles to give 
greater control to people who lack coordination, strength or 
gripping ability. Slit lengthwise to pad railings, brackets, etc. 
Tubing has a slip resistant outer layer and is dishwasher 
safe.   Comes in pack of 6.   The tubing is 300mm long and 
can be cut to the required length.
 Colour Inner Outer 
  Diameter Diameter
C625101 Tan 6mm 22mm
C625102 Red 10mm 28mm
C625103 Blue 16mm 28mm
6247 Lt. Blue 5mm 15mm  Length 92cm (1 yd)

3  ThE FUNCTIONAL hAND SPLINT
Designed by therapists. Its design maintains soft tissue 
length in the fingers and wrists and allows for functional 
activity of the arm, whilst maintaining good joint alignment 
in the hand. The unique design of the core allows it to be 
used with a wide range of implements and tools as part of 
a wider therapeutic programme eg., pens, pencils, cutlery, 
hairbrushes etc whilst maintaining the hand in the correct 
therapeutic position. Objects can be placed in either the 
narrower or wider end of the splint. Suitable for all ages 
and conditions experiencing decreased functionality in 
their hands.       
  Max.Diameter Length
AA6146A Small 35mm 80mm
AA6146B Medium 40mm 90mm
AA6146C Large 50mm 105mm

4  LONG-hANDLED DUSTPAN AND BRUSh
Plastic dustpan and soft bristled brush with long plastic 
stems and handles. This prevents the need for bending 
down when sweeping. The brush handle clips on to the 
dustpan stem for storage. The dustpan has a flat bottom 
with shaped lip for efficient dust collection. Length 970mm. 
Weight 550g.
AA6900 
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1   OPTICARE® ARThRO EYE  
     DROP DISPENSER 

An eye drop dispenser specifically designed for those with 
severe arthritis or limited hand and shoulder movement. 
Extended arms help the user to instil eye drops with only a 
gentle finger or grip squeeze whilst the rotating eyepiece 
ensures the comfortable and accurate targeting of the eye. 
Simple to use and effective. Arthro 5 fits most round and oval 
eye drop bottles size 2.5ml and 5ml. The Arthro 10 model is 
available for larger eye drop bottles between 10ml and 20ml. 
IS-AA9958  Arthro 5 
IS-AA9959  Arthro 10   Weight 42g.

2   OPTICARE® EYE DROP DISPENSER 
A simple to use eye drop dispenser that helps the user to 
squeeze the plastic dropper bottle, accurately target your 
eye and self administer the correct dose. The easy to grip 
design makes it ideal for the elderly or arthritic hands and 
for those with a weak grip.  Weight 40g.
IS-AA9951

3   POPPET PILL REMOVER 
A quick and easier way to remove and organise pills for 
everyday use. Removes pills from various pill packs and 
collects them in the handle, enabling the user to place the 
correct pill in an organiser.  Compact and lightweight for 
transportation.
AA9944

4   MEDI-DISPENSER FOR PILLS 
This system can contain a weeks medication with up to four 
daily doses. The plastic wallet has seven plastic containers, 
printed with the day, and embossed with the number of the 
day of the week. Size: 162 x 118 x 28mm.
AA9900Y  Retail Packed 

5  TABLET SPLITTER
A blade within a holder allows uncoated tablets to be 
divided in two. Tablets can be stored in front tray. 
AA9930Y    Weight 38g.

6  PILL CRUShER & DISPENSER
Crushes uncoated pills into powder by screw action. Ideal 
when mixing with drink, jam or food. Upper section can be 
used as drinking vessel or for medication storage. Useful 
for children or for those with difficulty swallowing. 
AA9934    Weight 32g.

7  NEEDLE ThREADER
This simple plastic device makes threading needles easy, 
even with poor eyesight or shaky hands. Different sizes 
of needles can be threaded at the two ends, following the 
instructions enclosed. Two needles are included, although 
all standard needles may be used. Weight 40g.
AA7110Y 

8  GIANT PRINT PLAYING CARDS
These normal sized, plastic-coated playing cards have very 
large numbers on them, for those with limited vision.  
Number height 40mm (11/2”). Weight 100g.
AA7300Y 
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1  TWO kEY TURNER                      HOMECRAFT
This simple product has a curved built-up handle for 2 yale 
or mortice type door keys providing an easy grip and 
good leverage for turning. It has a locking lever attached 
to the brass fittings, to enable both keys to be positioned 
separately, or locked back into the body of the handle. 
AA6242Y    Weight 70g.

2  ONE kEY TURNER                       HOMECRAFT
Similar to the two key turner but designed to hold one key 
only. When not in use, the key folds into the handle. 
AA6240    Weight 40g

3  COMFORT GRIP kEY TURNER
This attractive key turner is similar in design to the 
standard key turners, but is supplied with a comfort grip 
overmoulding to provide additional grip and leverage when 
turning. Available in either a one or two key version.
091209535  One Key 
091209550  Two Key

4  MAGNIFYING VIEWERS WITh NECk CORD
This magnifier hangs from a neck cord and has a moulded 
plastic frame that fits against the body to position the 
viewer without using the hands. It is ideal for craftwork 
with a high central magnification area for close work. 
Magnification x3. Lens diameter 100mm (4"). Weight 186g.
AA7246Y

5  ShEET MAGNIFIER
This rigid plastic sheet gives a convenient and inexpensive 
way of reading large areas of print. Sold as a pair. 
Magnification x2. Size 255 x 182mm (10 x 7”). Weight 85g.
AA7250 Pack of 2 

6  FOLDING BOOk & MAGAzINE STAND
This stand holds books or magazines open and upright for 
reading without using the hands, and can also be placed 
over the knees. Supplied with a book clip which is used 
to hold pages open, follow text or as a bookmark. It 
folds flat for storage. Size folded 305 x 229mm (12 x 9"). 
Weight 670g.
AA7280    

7   STEP STOOL
A simple, sturdy stool consisting of a chrome plated steel 
frame with a non-slip rubber mat. Rubber ferrules provide 
good grip on slippery surfaces. Height 22.5cm. Top area 
28 x 36cm. Base area 30.5 x 41cm.   Maximum user 
weight 120kg.
AA6551    
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1  EASI-GRIP ChIROPODIST SCISSORS
The long loop handles allow the whole hand to be used for 
controlling the scissors. This is ideal for those with a weak 
grip. The extended shank helps users who have difficulty 
bending. The angled blades give a good cutting position, 
with the top blade being slightly serrated to stop it slipping.  
Stainless steel blades. Overall length 200mm. 
AA6766Y Blade length 30mm  Weight 55g

2  EASI-GRIP SCISSORS
Easigrip scissors are extremely lightweight with plastic 
handles and stainless steel blades. The continuous loop 
handle automatically reopens the scissors when pressure is 
released. As they require only a gentle squeeze to operate 
them, they can be used between fingers and thumb or 
fingers and the palm of the hand. Available with round or 
pointed blades. They can be used either right or left-handed.
 Blade length Blade style Weight
AA6710 45mm Round end 30g
AA6714 45mm Pointed 30g
AA6716 75mm Pointed 46g

3   DYCEM™ ANChORPADS
Dycem™ has been developed to produce the most effective 
non-slip material available. It is not sticky, but it grips dry 
slippery surfaces e.g. worktops, trays, floors, tables to 
prevent movement. It may also be used to enhance grip on 
jars, handles etc. It can be cleaned in soft soapy water to 
retain its properties but is not effective when wet.
Round Anchorpad 
AA6812B Blue 190mm dia. 140g
Rectangular Anchorpad 
AA6814B Blue 250 x 180mm 134g  
AA6816B Blue 250 x 350mm 248g
AA6818B Blue 380 x 450mm 434g

4  DYCEM™ GRIPPIMAT
Grippimats are cut from Dycem reels and are thinner and 
more flexible than the moulded ones, therefore they can 
be wrapped around items e.g. jar tops.  Supplied in packs 
of three. 
Round Grippimat  
AA6820B Blue 190mm dia. 66g
Rectangular Grippimat
AA6822B Blue 240 x 190mm 66g 

5  DYCEM™ REELS
Dycem reels are made from non-woven fabric coated on 
both sides with Dycem. They can be used to cover larger 
areas, or cut to shape. Suitable for physiotherapy use on 
the floor. 
                 Colour Length Width Weight
AA6830B Blue 2m 200mm 344g 
AA6834B Blue 9m 200mm 990g
AA6834F Red 9m 200mm 990g
AA6840B Blue 2m 400mm 592g
AA6844B Blue 9m 400mm 2.1kg
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Mobility

1  WhEELChAIR BEVERAGE hOLDER
Fits beverage containers 64 - 76mm (21/2 - 3") in diameter. 
Snaps into place. The top ring on the holder can be 
manipulated to increase or decrease opening size.                   
114305 

2  FUNCTIONAL FOAM ARM ELEVATOR ROLYAN
Combines a splint and an elevating support into one 
positioner. Anatomically correct foam positioning splint 
helps reduce oedema. Positions the hand in a resting 
position, with the wrist in 30º of extension, the MCPs in 60º 
of flexion and the IPs slightly flexed. Elevator positions the 
forearm in mild supination and the thumb and fingers in a 
reflex-inhibiting position. Open-cell foam support can be 
modified with an electric knife for a custom fit.
A1863 Left 
A1864 Right

3   WhEELChAIR ARM TRAY  WITh PILLOW  
Featuring a comfortable polyester fibre filled pillow with 
extra filling under the hand for elevation to help reduce 
oedema. Includes all straps to securely position the pillow 
in the tray and the arm on the pillow. Machine washable.
A74610 

4  WhEELChAIR MAC 
Complete protection for wearer and their chair, this full-
length Mac is made from 100% waterproof fabric. Designed 
with a zip closure and drawstring hood with spring clip 
fastening. The elasticated skirt gives a snug, waterproof fit. 
Available with or without sleeves
AA8642  Without Sleeves 
AA8643  With Sleeves

5  LEG LIFTER HOMECRAFT
This webbing strap with stiffened stem enables the user 
to move a stiff or immobile leg, when using the bed, 
wheelchair, footstool etc. The upper loop fits around the 
hand and wrist, and the lower stiffened loop slides over the 
foot to give control when lifting the leg. Length 864mm. 
AA8620 

6   ECONOMY MOULDED LAP TRAY         ROLYAN
Tray is durable and lightweight (1.6kg), yet it provides 
comfortable support. Features a 1.3cm moulded rim and 
a recessed area for a cup or glass. Tray measures 60cm 
wide and 55cm deep. Cut-out area measures 37cm wide by 
23cm deep. Includes two 5cm D-ring hook-and-loop straps 
for secure attachment.  
A70711 

7  WhEELChAIR BAG HOMECRAFT
This strong waterproof nylon bag fits over the back of a 
wheelchair to give carrying capacity for shopping and 
books etc. It has a zipped top, carrying handles and loops 
to hook over the wheelchair handles. Weight 378g.
AA8630 
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1  LEAThER WhEELChAIR GLOVES
Designed by wheelchair users, for wheelchair users, these 
gloves are extremely comfortable and durable. The thumb 
is full length for additional protection and the palm of the 
glove is padded for extra comfort. Stretchy mesh back and 
air holes in the back of the thumb prevent the hands from 
overheating.
  hand Width
AA8606A  Small  76mm (3”) 
AA8606B  Medium  83mm (31/4”) 
AA8606C  Large  89mm (31/2”) 
AA8606D  X-Large 95mm (33/4”) 

2  MEChPRO WhEELChAIR GLOVES 
Half-finger gloves with gel-padded leather palms for 
protection and cushioning. Features a seamless forefinger, 
terry cloth back and one-step closure. Removal tabs make 
taking them off a breeze. Sold in pairs. To size, measure the 
circumference around the knuckles, excluding the thumb.
   Circumference
654202 Small 18.42 - 19.05cm 
654203 Medium 19.05 - 20.32cm 
654204 Large 20.32 - 21.59cm 
654205 X-Large 21.59 - 22.86cm

3   BLACk RUBBER FERRULES
Raised dimples on the base for grip. 
 Diameter
091168178 1.3cm  each
091168186 1.6cm  each
091168210 2.5cm  each

4  GREY hEAVY-DUTY RUBBER FERRULES
Circular grooves on the base for grip. 
 Diameter
091168244 1.6cm  each
091168251 1.9cm  each
091168269 2.2cm  each
091168277 2.5cm  each

5  LEAThER WRIST STRAP
The leather handle attaches with a hook-and-loop strap 
to hold the stick on the wrist.  Permits using hand without 
putting cane down while shopping, opening car doors and 
other activities. Length 171mm.
AA8256 

6  ADjUSTABLE WALkING STICk
Lightweight aluminium construction. Adjustable height to 
suit individual user requirements in 25mm increments. 
Moulded plastic T-handle for added support. 100kg 
maximum user weight.
 height Tip Size
AR-570 790 - 1010mm 19mm 
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NON-SLIP PAD
1  CURVED TRANSFER BOARD  HOMECRAFT

The Homecraft Curved Transfer Board’s tapered design 
enables easy use in all transfer situations eg. chair to 
wheelchair or wheelchair to car. The arc shape not only 
enables a variety of positioning options, but also allows 
for the natural sweeping pattern of an assisted transfer. 
Length 701mm x 370mm (271/2 x 141/2"). Weight 1.95kg. 
Maximum user weight 152kg.
AA8835

2  TRANSFER BOARD WITh hANDhOLES
This board is a longer version of AA8810 below, with a 
hand hole cut into both ends for easier grip. Length 760 
x 210mm (30 x 81/2"). Weight 1.38kg. Maximum user 
weight 190kg.
AA8814

3  ShORT TRANSFER BOARD
This laminated wooden board is used to transfer a patient 
between bed and wheelchair etc, avoiding strain for the 
carer. The top is varnished to facilitate transfer, and the 
ends are thinned to slide under the patient. Length 600 
x 210mm (24 x 81/2"). Weight 1.12kg. Maximum user 
weight 190kg.
AA8810

4  SWIVEL SEAT
This cushioned seat glides you in and out of cars smoothly 
without struggling. Placed on any seat it will swivel in both 
directions and may help those who suffer from arthritis, leg  
or back pain. A strap secures the position of the swivel 
seat.  Diameter 400mm (151/2”).  Height 70mm (23/4”). 
Weight 1.6kg.
AA8862  

5  MEDIDISC
A small, lightweight stand-on turntable that gives 100% 
performance at all times. The flexible rim allows carer 
to control turning action, giving an effortless transfer. A 
carrying handle makes this an easily transportable transfer 
aid. Non-slip studs on underside. Diameter 380mm (15”). 
Weight 1kg.
AA8865

6  NET BAGS FOR FRAMES HOMECRAFT
Knotted nylon bag that clips to any walking frame for 
shopping or daytime requirements. Weight 60g.
AA8270Y 

7  APRON BAG FOR FRAMES HOMECRAFT
Waterproof bag which ties to unfolded frames, to provide 
carrying capacity for books, shopping, cleaning materials 
etc.  Has front and two side sections. Weight 68g
AA8276 
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CHAIR SENSOR PAD
Code: CU-2635

BED/CHAIR MONITOR
Code: CU-2611

BED SENSOR PAD
Code: CU-2626

EARLY WARNING SEAT BELT
Code: CU-2636

3

21

2

PAGER SYSTEM
Code: CU-2580

4

PULL STRING ALERT MONITOR
Code: CU-2617

5

NEW
Falls are the second leading cause of hospital admissions due  
to injuries, and many older people never fully recover from their fall.
● Easily interfaced with existing call systems. 
● Extra safety and convenience with cordless pad monitor systems. 
● A cost-effective and are easily operated and maintained by  

non-technical staff. 

For use in:
– Aged Care Facilities
– Dementia Wards
– Psychiatric Care Facilities
– Nursing Homes
– Retirement Villages
– Hospitals
– Independent Living & Private Home Use

1  BED/ChAIR MONITOR 
Bed / Chair monitor is a low-cost, stand alone monitor with a range of features.  
A switch is provided for the caregiver to easily switch the unit on/off and to reset 
an active alarm.  The system activates an alarm when a resident or patient 
removes their weight from the connected sensor pad by falling or getting out of 
bed or out of a chair.  The monitor will re-arm itself if the resident / patient gets 
back onto the sensor pad.

2   BED/ChAIR PADS
● All Bed / Chair Pads incorporate ultra sensitive durable sensors and the result 

is virtually no false alarms over the lifetime of the pad.
● All pads use highly anti allergic soft PVC for optimum comfort and have 

venting facilities in the neck away from main area to reduce the risk of 
moisture ingress.

● All pads also incorporate a strain relief grip on the cable attachment to help 
prevent damage to the pad and ensure long service life.

● All Premium bed / chair sensor pads can be connected to our range of Bed / 
Chair Alert monitors.  

3  SEAT BELT
The Seat Belt is designed to provide an acceptable level of restraint for people 
in chairs and wheelchairs and activates an alarm if the buckle is released.

4  PAGER SYSTEM
Assists with independence for busy carers.
● Range 100m
● Peace of mind
● Independence
● Low cost
● Portable
● Low maintenance
● Easy to use
● Aids security
Each kit includes: 2 x transmitters, 1 x portable carer pager with belt clip, 2 x 
transmitter lanyards, 2 x transmitter wall brackets.
Paging Transmitters can be worn as a pendant around the neck or wall 
mounted. Carers Belt Pager emits an alarm sound when the  button on either 
transmitter is pressed.  Batteries not included. 

5  PULL STRING ALERT MONITOR
Assists with fall prevention.
● Alarm sounds when magnet pulls off monitor
● Low battery indicator
● Mounts easily to bed or chair
● Very simple operation
● Portable & lightweight
● Durable & reliable
● Stand alone system 
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Safe Time Alert - Bed Monitoring System & SafeTime Timed Pads 
CU-2614  SafeTime Alert Bed Monitor (Secure Reset) 

Safe Time Bed/Chair Pads
CU-2623  SafeTime Bed Pad - 1 Year (760mm x 510mm) 
CU-2622  SafeTime Bed Pad - 90 Days (760mm x 510mm) 
CU-2621  SafeTime Wheelchair / Chair Pad - 1 Year (380mm x 255mm) 
CU-2620  SafeTime Wheelchair / Chair Pad - 90 Days (380mm x 255mm) 
*Premium Pads and Mats can also be used with 2614 SafeTime Alert Monitor 
but will not have SafeTime pad timing features. 

Cordless - Bed Monitoring System & Cordless Pads 
CU-2618  Cordless Bed Monitor (Secure Reset) 
CU-2619  Cordless Pad Transmitter 
CU-2629  Cordless Bed Pad - 1 Year (760mm x 510mm) 
CU-2630  Cordless Chair Pads - 1 Year (380mm x 255mm) 
CU-2624 Cordless Floor Mats  (1200mm x 600mm) 
*Premium Pads can also be used with 2618 Cordless Monitor but will  
not have cordless features.   

Bed/Chart Alert - Bed Monitoring System 
CU-2613  Voice Bed Monitor (Secure Reset) 
CU-2611  Standard Bed Monitor 
CU-2615  Wireless Bed Monitor 

Bed/ChairAlert Pads & Mats
CU-2625  Premium Bed Pad - 30 Days (760mm x 510mm) 
CU-2626  Premium Bed Pad - 1 Year (760mm x 510mm) 
CU-2627  Premium Bed Pad - 1 Year (760mm x 255mm) 
CU-2634  Premium Bed Pad - 30 Days (760mm x 255mm) 
CU-2665 Soft Bed Pad - 1 Year (760mm x 210mm) 
CU-2666 Soft Bed Pad - 1 Year (760mm x 255mm) 
CU-2659 Rubber Band & Clip Set
CU-2628  Premium Wheelchair / Chair Pad - 1 Year (380mm x 255mm) 
CU-2635  Premium Wheelchair / Chair Pad - 30 Days (380mm x 255mm) 
CU-2631  Premium Toilet Seat Pressure Pad - 30 Days (140mm x 40mm) 
CU-2633  Premium Heavy-duty Non-slip Floor Mat - 1 Year  
 (1220mm x 610mm) 

Pull String Bed Monitor 
CU-2617  Pull String Bed Monitor 

Wireless Pager kit 
CU-2580  Wireless Pager Kit 

Accessories 
CU-2636  Easy-release Wheelchair / Chair Seatbelt 
CU-2640  Metal Mounting Holder 
CU-2639  Metal Mounting Holder 
CU-2641  Soft Plastic Mounting Holder 
CU-2642  Caregiver Reset Key 
CU-2643  Nurse Call Cable 
CU-2555  Central Monitor Unit (CMU) with 2 line backlit LCD ID Display 
CU-2561  Wireless Indicator Light 
CU-2616  Wireless Remote Receiver 
CU-2562  Wireless Bumper (range extender) 
CU-2404  Plug Pack 12V DC 1.5 amp 
CU-2405  Plug Pack 9V DC 300ma 
CU-2473  Replacement Pull String 

SOFT BED PAD
soft and foldable  
bed pressure pads

● Soft to touch, comfortable and quiet to use.
● Foldable - easy storage & economical 

shipping.
● Thin - virtually cannot be felt when slept on.
● Can be used with wired and wireless bed 

monitors, nursecall systems and personal 
emergency alarms.

● USB-style fast & easy cable connectors - no 
more bent pins!

● Break cord safety system prevents damage 
to monitor or pad.

● Compatible with all cura1 FallAlert monitors.
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CURA1 ACTIVEALERT
This reliable, versatile, low cost wireless system is 
ideal for:
● Aged care facilities
● Dementia wards
● Psychiatric care facilities
● Nursing homes
● Retirement villages
● Hospitals
● Independent living
● Private home use

— Up to 30 alarm transmitters
— 50m range
— Multilingual 
— Battery & A/C power 
— In-built paging transmitter

CU-2600 30 Channel display panel
CU-2586 Hallway alarm
CU-2584 Call button
CU-2585 Reset button
CU-2592 Motion sensor
CU-2601 Plug-in transmitter 
CU-2593 Door contact
CU-2594 Hard wired input transmitter
CU-2662 Cordless bed pad (760 x 510)

 includes CU-2619 Transmitter
CU-2661 Cordless chair pad (380 x 255)

 includes CU-2619 Transmitter
CU-2663 Cordless floor mat (1220 x 610)

 includes CU-2619 Transmitter
CU-2583 Pager signal extender
CU-2581 Pager with numeric display
CU-2619 Cordless pad transmitter
CU-2629 Cordless bed pad (760 x 510)
CU-2630 Cordless chair pad (380 x 255)
CU-2624 Cordless floor mat (1220 x 610)
CU-2404 Plug pack 12V DC 2A

 Suitable for:  CU-2600 30 channel display panel
   CU-2586 Hallway alarm
   CU-2583 Signal extender
   CU-2592 Motion sensor

ActiveAlert

Remote A/V Alarm

30 Channel Display Panel

Reset Button

Pager with  
Numeric Display

Pager

Signal Extender

Call Button

Plug-In Transmitter

Door Contact

Motion Sensor

Transmitter Module

Bed Pad Chair Pad Floor Mat

NEW

50m

50m50m

50m 30m

30m 30m
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CURA1 SEIzUREALERT
Detect and raise an alarm when a seizure occurs.
A common problem reported by carers who care for a 
seizure sufferer, is sleep deprivation. It allows the person 
being monitored a sense of privacy and security, with 
comfort in knowing that sleep time will be a safe and 
enjoyable experience.
SeizureAlert integrates multiple monitoring functions into 
a single compact device. The system detects shaking or 
jerking movements such as those encountered during tonic/
clonic (grand mal) seizures, as well as sounds/noises, 
which are analysed to detect possible distress sounds. In 
such an instance, the SeizureAlert sends a signal to a 3rd 
party alarm device, or a (optional) wireless pager.
● Easy installation and setup
● Economical — no ongoing costs or consumable items  

to replace
● Battery backup
● Minimise false alarms
● Bed fall option
● Connects easily with 3rd party alarm device
● Suitable for both institutional and home use
● Can detect seizure movement and sound

SeizureAlert Monitor

Wireless Remote Alarm  
(optional)

Bed Monitor  
(optional)

Bed Fall Pad
(optional) above mattress

To 3rd Party Alarm Device 
eg., nurse call system

Sensor 
under mattress

CU-3010 SeizureAlert monitor with alarm relay output
CU-3011 SeizureAlert monitor including wireless 

 remote alarm option
CU-3012 SeizureAlert monitor including bed fall option
CU-3013 SeizureAlert monitor including wireless 

 remote alarm and bed fall option
CU-3014 SeizureAlert bed fall option
CU-3015 SeizureAlert demo kit 
CU-3016 SeizureAlert wireless remote alarm and 

 bed fall option
CU-3017 Call button option
CU-2405 Plug pack 9V DC 670mA (suitable for all 

 bed fall options)
CU-2404 Plug pack 12V DC 2A (suitable for all 

 wireless remote alarm options)

NEW
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Bariatrics

DELUXE STIRLING ELITE TOILET FRAME
(see page 9)

ADjUSTABLE TOILET SURROUND
(see page 9)

SAVANAh RAISED TOILET SEAT WITh LID
(see page 8)

SAVANAh RAISED TOILET SEAT  
(see page 8)

SAVANAh ShOWERBOARD
(see page 3)

BAThMASTER SONARIS
(see page 6)
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